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Available online 18 July 2008 We review the free-volume theory (FVT) of Lekkerkerker et al. [Europhys. Lett. 20 (1992) 559] for the phase behavior of colloids in the presence of non-adsorbing polymer and we extend this theory in several aspects:
(i) We take the solvent into account as a separate component and show that the natural thermodynamic parameter for the polymer properties is the insertion work Πv, where Π is the osmotic pressure of the (external) polymer solution and v the volume of a colloid particle. we find accurate simple power laws which simplify the mathematical procedure considerably. (iii) We find analytical forms for the first, second, and third derivatives of the grand potential, needed for the calculation of the colloid chemical potential, the pressure, gas-liquid critical points and the critical endpoint (cep), where the (stable) critical line ends and then coincides with the triple point. This cep determines the boundary condition for a stable liquid.
We first apply these modifications to the so-called colloid limit, where the size ratio q R = R/a between the radius of gyration R of the polymer and the particle radius a is small. In this limit the binodal polymer concentrations are below overlap: the depletion thickness δ is nearly equal to R, and Π can be approximated by the ideal (van 't Hoff) law Π = Π 0 = φ/N, where φ is the polymer volume fraction and N the number of segments per chain. The results are close to those of the original Lekkerkerker theory. However, our analysis enables very simple analytical expressions for the polymer and colloid concentrations in the critical and triple points and along the binodals as a function of q R . Also the position of the cep is found analytically. In order to make the model applicable to higher size ratio's q R (including the so-called protein limit where q R N 1) further extensions are needed. We introduce the size ratio q = δ/a, where the depletion thickness δ is no longer of order R. In the protein limit the binodal concentrations are above overlap. In such semidilute solutions δ ≈ ξ, where the De Gennes blob size (correlation length) ξ scales as ξ ∼ φ − γ , with γ = 0.77 for good solvents and γ = 1 for a theta solvent. In this limit Π = Π sd ∼ φ 3γ . We now apply the following additional modifications:
(iv) Π = Π 0 + Π sd , where Π sd =Aφ 3γ ; the prefactor A is known from renormalization group theory. This simple additivity describes the crossover for the osmotic pressure from the dilute limit to the semidilute limit excellently.
, where δ 0 ≈ R is the dilute limit for the depletion thickness δ. This equation describes the crossover in length scales from δ 0 (dilute) to ξ (semidilute).
With these latter two modifications we obtain again a fully analytical model with simple equations for critical and triple points as a function of q R . In the protein limit the binodal polymer concentrations scale as q R 1/γ , and phase diagrams φq R − 1/γ versus the colloid concentration η become universal (i.e., independent of the size ratio q R ).
The predictions of this generalized free-volume theory (GFVT) are in excellent agreement with experiment and with computer simulations, not only for the colloid limit but also for the protein limit (and the crossover between these limits). The q R 1/γ scaling is accurately reproduced by both simulations and other theoretical models.
The liquid window is the region between φ c (critical point) and φ t (triple point). In terms of the ratio φ Abbreviations cep critical endpoint cp GL critical point tp GLS triple point ev excluded-volume chains in a good solvent mf mean-field chains in a theta solvent fix fixed q, i.e., δ and q do not depend on the polymer concentration var variable q, i.e., δ and q decrease with increasing polymer concentration Yuk Yukawa system (hard spheres with an added exponential attraction) F, G, L, S one-phase equilibrium for a fluid, gas, liquid, or solid, respectively FS, GS, LS, GL two-phase equilibrium (binodals) with the phases as indicated Subscripts 0 value in the limit of dilute polymer solutions 1 first derivative with respect to f 2 second derivative with respect to f 3 third derivative with respect to f ∞ value in the limit of high q R f, g, l, s value in fluid, gas, liquid, or solid phase p plate (only for δ p in Eqs. (6.5)-(6.7) and for q p in Eqs. (6.7), (6.16) , and (6.17)) p polymer s solvent fs, gs, ls, gl value along the FS, GS, LS, GL binodals ov overlap sd semidilute limit ∼ quantity is normalized on the cep, e.g., q = q/q ⁎ , η = η/η ⁎ , φ = φ/φ ⁎ , etc. c value at cp t value at tp sp value at the (GL) spinodal value of δ p in the dilute limit ε interaction strength, pair potential for particles in contact (ch 7) ζ 1 +q [Eq. (2.3a)], size ratio between a particle with and without depletion layer η colloid volume fraction [Eq. 
General background
In the beginning of the previous century there was a lively debate on whether atoms exist. Various theoretical predictions for atomic systems were made but could not yet be tested experimentally. The first indications for the particulate nature of matter came from the field of colloids. Einstein [1] showed that dilute colloidal particles in a solvent should obey the gas law. Von Smoluchowski [2] predicted that colloidal particles exhibit Brownian motion, just like atoms in a gas. Perrin [3] proved that matter is particulate by studying colloidal resin particles: he found excellent agreement with the gas law and visualized the Brownian motion of colloidal particles. Perrin's resin colloids followed the heightdistribution according to Boltzmann's law in a gravity field.
An essential difference between atomic and colloidal fluids is that the pair interactions between atoms are fixed (they are determined by quantum mechanics), whereas those between colloids can, in principle, be adjusted [4] . A controlled way of increasing the attractive forces between colloids is by adding non-adsorbing polymer chains. When the attraction is strong enough (i.e., above a certain polymer concentration) phase transitions similar to those in atomic systems may then occur [5, 6] .
Over the last decades, the phase behavior of mixtures of colloids and non-adsorbing polymers has gained substantial practical and fundamental interest from both experimentalists [7] [8] [9] and theoreticians [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Non-adsorbing polymers induce a so-called depletion force between the colloidal particles, leading to an effective attraction due to an unbalanced osmotic pressure, as first realized by Asakura and Oosawa [17, 18] half a century ago. Shortly after, Sieglaff [19] succeeded in explaining his findings for the demixing of polystyrene chains and colloidal microgel particles in toluene on the basis of this depletion principle.
Vrij [20, 21] made the first attempts to describe this phase behavior theoretically. He simplified the polymer chains as Freely Overlapping Spheres (FOS's) which are impenetrable for the colloidal hard spheres (HS's) but can freely overlap other FOS's. He used the resulting depletion pair interaction between the colloids to predict the stability regions in the phase diagram of such colloid-polymer mixtures in a simple analysis based upon the second virial coefficient. Early experiments by De Hek and Vrij [21] and Vincent et al. [22, 23] confirmed the general concepts.
A few years later, Gast et al. [24] constructed a pair-wise perturbation theory for the Helmholtz energy of a mixture of HS's plus FOS's, which enabled the computation of the colloid volume fractions in the coexisting phases at given external FOS concentration. An osmotic equilibrium or free volume theory (FVT) [25] , in which polymer partitioning over the coexisting phases is taken into account, was later developed by Lekkerkerker et al. [26] . This theory gives a fair description of the phase behavior of model systems of colloidal dispersions of (pseudo)hard spheres mixed with well-defined synthetic polymer chains, as long as the polymer chains are small compared to the colloids (the so-called colloid limit, where the binodal polymer concentrations are below overlap) [27] . The theory compares well with computer simulations of HS's plus ideal chains [10] or HS's plus FOS's [11, 28, 29] .
In recent years, there have been significant theoretical developments which take into account the polymeric excluded-volume interactions [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . As examples of methods that enable the prediction of the phase behavior of colloid-polymer mixtures we mention polymer-colloid liquid state theory [31] [32] [33] [34] , thermodynamic perturbation theories [12, 35] , density functional theory [36, 37] , a Gaussian-core model [14, 38, 39] , and computer simulations of HS plus self-avoiding polymer chains [40, 41] . To obtain phase lines these methods require a significant amount of numerical work.
The osmotic equilibrium theory by Lekkerkerker et al. [26] for the phase behavior of dispersions of colloids and non-adsorbing polymer is much simpler in this respect; it serves as a standard reference today. The starting point is the grand potential density of a system of colloids and polymer in equilibrium with a reservoir containing only the polymer. This grand potential is separated into a HS contribution and a polymer contribution. The HS part may be described by known expressions for the colloidal fluid and crystalline phases. The polymer contribution is found from a build-up principle: starting from a system without polymer, chains are added to the system until the final concentration is reached, and the polymer contribution is calculated by integrating along this path.
The original version of the Lekkerkerker theory was formulated for ideal chains, for which the depletion thickness δ is taken to be equal to the radius of gyration R of the polymer chains and for which the polymer osmotic pressure is given by the ideal (Van 't Hoff) contribution Π = φ/N. Here φ is the polymer (segment) volume fraction in the external reservoir and N is the number of segments per chain, and Π is expressed in units kT/ℓ 3 , where ℓ is the Kuhn length. The parameters entering the model are the colloid volume fraction η and two ratios related to the polymer properties: the ratio q R = R/a, where a is the colloid radius, and the ratio y = φ/φ ov , where φ ov is the overlap concentration.
This simple model is a fair approximation for the colloid limit (R < a, q R < 1) where the polymer concentrations at phase coexistence are below overlap (y < 1) and where the depletion thickness δ ≈ R is constant; this is the appropriate polymer length scale in dilute solutions. The model breaks down in the so-called protein limit (R N a, q R N 1) where the binodal concentrations are in the semidilute regime Heaviside function, equals 0 for x < 0 and 1 for
(y N 1) and where the polymer length scale is the correlation length (blob size) ξ, which is independent of chain length and is only a (power-law) function of y. For this limit no satisfactory theory for binodal curves exists so far. We shall present one in chapter 6, and we treat also the crossover between the colloid and protein limits. Short accounts of this new theory have been published recently [42, 43] . For extending the Lekkerkerker theory one has to account for several factors. The first is that, even in the colloid limit (and even for ideal chains), the depletion thickness δ 0 next to a planar surface (or around a large sphere) is somewhat larger than R. The second is due to curvature effects: the depletion thickness δ around a sphere is smaller than δ 0 . The third is to incorporate non-ideal contributions to the osmotic pressure Π of the polymer, which show up especially when φ is of order φ ov or above (i.e., in the protein limit) and which make Π (much) larger than the ideal contribution Π 0 = φ/N. Finally, also for the depletion thickness such non-ideal effects play a role: the depletion thickness δ next to a plate decreases with increasing polymer concentration, from the chain-length dependent length scale δ 0 ≈ R in the dilute limit (y → 0) to the concentration-dependent length scale ξ in semidilute solutions (y NN 1).
Aarts et al. [30] were the first to incorporate these effects into the osmotic equilibrium theory. They used (complicated) expressions derived from renormalization group (RG) theory [44] for the dependences Π/Π 0 and δ/δ 0 on the ratio y = φ/φ ov , and also accounted for δ 0 /R ≠ 1 and for curvature effects. They presented a few examples of phase diagrams for polymer chains in the excluded-volume limit and calculated (numerically) gas-liquid critical points and gas-liquidsolid triple points. An important result of their work is that even in this more sophisticated model the same three parameters η, q R = R/a, and y = φ/φ ov are sufficient to describe the phase behavior. The authors did not address the conversion from the normalized parameters q R and y towards polymer chain length and polymer concentration. For this conversion information about the dependence of R and φ ov on chain length and solvency is needed. Moreover, their thermodynamic treatment (like that in the original Lekkerkerker theory) is incomplete in so far that the solvent is treated as background, and not taken into account as a separate component. In addition, their correlation length in semidilute polymer solutions is too small [44] .
In this paper we review the thermodynamic basis of the osmotic equilibrium theory and we extend this theory in several aspects. The most important feature is that we shall deal with the crossover in length scales, from coil size R to blob size ξ, which extends the validity of the osmotic equilibrium theory towards the protein limit. Another aspect is that we explicitly account for the solvent component. The solvent chemical potential is directly related to the osmotic pressure Π of the polymer solution. We show that the product Πv, where v = (4π/3)a 3 is the colloid volume, is the natural parameter for describing the thermodynamics. The thermodynamic parameters are then the colloid concentration η, the effective size ratio q = δ/a, and the product Πv, which is the osmotic work of inserting a colloid particle (without depletion layer) into the polymer solution. We will show that q and Πv can be simply expressed in the ratios y = φ/φ ov and q R = R/a.
Phase diagrams
In Figs 1.1 and 1.2 we illustrate the basic features of Πv(η) phase diagrams for the colloid limit; at this stage we still assume that the depletion thickness δ (and, hence, q =δ/a) does not depend on polymer concentration. We will see later that in the general case where δ depends on the polymer concentration the qualitative features are the same (and the quantitative differences in a Πv(η) representation are small). Fig. 1.1 shows an example of a GL binodal (dashed), a GS binodal (dotted) and an FS binodal (solid); in this example q = 0.4. The GL binodal is only stable in a relatively small Πv window, in between the lowest value (Πv) c corresponding to the GL critical point (cp, indicated by the diamond) and the highest value (Πv) t corresponding to the triple point (tp, the three open circles connected by the horizontal dotted line). Above the triple point there is GS equilibrium between a (very) dilute gas phase and a concentrated solid phase. The FS binodal is stable for Πv < (Πv) t and the coexistence concentrations are close to the well-known HS coexistence concentrations η = 0.49 (liquid) and η = 0.54 (solid); the pressure p at this HS coexistence (see Section 2.3.2) corresponds to pv = 6.08 (kT units). Fig. 1 .1 applies to one particular size ratio q = δ/a = 0.4. Fig. 1 .2 demonstrates how the coordinates of the critical point (cp) and the triple point (tp) vary with q. The diamond (cp) and circles (tp) are the same as in Fig. 1 .1 (q = 0.4). As q decreases (in the direction of the arrows), (Πv) c and η c increase, as shown by the critical curve (label cp)
in Fig. 1. 2. This figure also shows the triple curve (label tp) which, obviously, has three branches for the three coexisting phases. Each triple point at given q is characterized by four coordinates: (Πv) t and three compositions η g t , η l t , and η s t . For high q (above 0.6), where the polymer is essentially absent from the condensed phases, (Πv) t equals 6.08 (dashed line in Fig. 1.2) , which is the value of pv in a HS system without polymer; (Πv) t cannot drop below this value.
With decreasing q, the fluid compositions η g t and η l t of the triple point approach each other; the liquid window narrows. At a critical value q⁎ (about 1/3) the values of η g t and η l t merge at the critical value η ⁎ , which marks the endpoint of the stable part of the critical curve (left asterisk in Fig. 1.2 ). At that point there is equilibrium with a solid phase of composition η s ⁎ (right asterisk). The two asterisks in Fig. 1 .2 correspond to the critical endpoint (cep), which is a central feature in the phase diagram because it constitutes the boundary condition for the existence of a stable liquid phase. This cep is again characterized by four coordinates: q ⁎ , (Πv) ⁎ , η ⁎ , and η s ⁎ .
Contents of this paper
In chapter 2 we (re)formulate the thermodynamic background of the osmotic equilibrium theory in terms of the parameters η, q = δ/a, and Πv. The treatment is general in the sense that δ and q may depend on the polymer concentration, and Π and δ may contain nonideal contributions. We present analytical expressions for the colloid chemical potential μ and the product pv, where p is the pressure of the system; both μ and pv have a hard-sphere part and a polymer contribution (defined in terms of Πv). We find also analytical expressions for the first and second derivatives of pv with respect to η; these derivatives are needed for calculating GL critical points. We then show how -in the general case − binodals are found from solving two equations in two unknowns (the coexisting compositions). Also the calculation of GL critical points requires solving two equations in two unknowns (in this case (Πv) c and η c ). For the triple points we have to solve four equations in four unknowns: (Πv) t and three coexisting compositions. Finally, also the critical endpoint follows from four equations in the four unknowns q ⁎ , (Πv) ⁎ , η ⁎ , and η s ⁎ . For the special case of a constant polymer length scale (hence, δ and q are independent of the polymer concentration or Πv), the equations may be simplified. We denote this situation as 'fixed q'. Now the calculation of all the characteristic points (binodal points, critical points, triple point, critical endpoint) may be reduced to solving one equation in one unknown and a fully analytical phase diagram can be obtained. This situation is discussed in chapter 3. It is found that the cep is situated at q ⁎ = 0.328, (Πv) ⁎ =10.73, η ⁎ =0.319, and η s ⁎ = 0.593. We show that the essential features of the phase diagram (critical curve, triple curve) may be approximated quite well through power laws in the reduced quantities η =η/η ⁎ , Πṽ =Πv/(Πv) ⁎ , and q =q/q ⁎ , obtained by normalizing on the cep. This again illustrates the central role of the cep in phase diagrams. Throughout this paper we use ⁎ (asterisk) to denote the cep and˜(tilde) to indicate that the quantity of interest is normalized on the cep.
The parameter q may be simply related to the size ratio q R = R/a; for 'fixed q' the approximate relation is q ≈ 0.9q R 0.9 , which accounts for curvature effects. The parameter Πv can be expressed in y = φ/φ ov and q R in a very simple way: Πv = q R − 3 y in dilute solutions. Hence, Πv(η) diagrams for various q may be converted to y(η) diagrams for various q R . This conversion is discussed in chapter 5. In order to convert the normalized parameter y to the real concentration φ for a given polymer chain length N and solvency v = 1 − 2χ (where χ is the FloryHuggins parameter) one has to know how the overlap concentration φ ov and the radius of gyration R depend on N and v. Preceding the discussion of y(η) phase diagrams in chapter 5, we address this issue in chapter 4. We present explicit expressions for φ ov (N,v) and R(N,v) for mean-field (mf) chains in a theta solvent (v = 0) and for excludedvolume (ev) chains in a good solvent (v N 0), and we give useful approximate scaling relations (including the numerical prefactors) for these dependencies. Whenever we use the abbreviation mf we refer to a theta solvent, while ev refers to a good solvent.
As stated above, chapter 5 gives y(η) and φ(η) phase diagrams for 'fixed q'. The cep turns out to be situated around y ⁎ =0.35, which is indeed well below overlap (y=1): for the region around the cep the approximation of a constant q is thus reasonable. For the phase diagrams φ(η) we distinguish between two cases. The first is constant R, so q is varied by adjusting the particle radius a. In this case φ ov does not depend on q, and is constant across the entire phase diagram; then φ/φ ⁎ =y/y ⁎ or φ =ỹ. The second situation is that of constant particle radius a, whereby q is varied by changing R. Now φ ov is a function of q and the relation between φ and y is slightly more complicated. To a good approximation it is φ=ỹq R −1 (mf) or φ =ỹq R −4/3 (ev). For both situations (constant R and constant a) we give simple analytical expressions φ(q R ) for critical and triple points.
In the final section of chapter 5 we also discuss ϕ(η) phase diagrams in terms of the internal concentrations ϕ = αφ, where α is the fraction of free volume in each phase. This fraction α depends strongly on the colloid concentration. One of the implications is that, whereas in terms of Πv or the external concentration φ the triple point may be represented as a horizontal line (see Fig. 1.1 ), the internal concentration ϕ t differs strongly in the three coexisting phases, and the horizontal triple line is converted into a triple triangle. Chapter 6 constitutes the most important part of this paper. We introduce a concentration-dependent polymer length scale, which enables the calculation of phase diagrams for any polymer concentration, including the semidilute limit (which corresponds to the protein limit). The depletion thickness δ decreases from δ = δ 0 ≈ R in dilute solutions towards it semidilute limit δ = ξ ∼ φ − γ , where ξ is the correlation length (blob size) and γ is the De Gennes exponent which equals 1 in a theta solvent (mf) and 3/4 (or 0.77) in good solvents (ev). Simultaneously, the osmotic pressure Π displays a crossover from the dilute limit Π = Π 0 = φ/N towards the semidilute
. This situation is denoted as 'variable q'.
We employ very simple -yet accurate -expressions proposed recently [45, 46] ), where b is a known constant. Hence, the general equations given in chapter 2 may be formulated either in terms of Πv or in terms of y; for mathematical reasons the variable y is now easier to implement.
This generalized 'variable q' model describes both the colloid limit and the protein limit, as well as the crossover. It gives about the same cep as the 'fixed q' model based upon Π = Π 0 and δ = δ 0 , which is not surprising because we concluded in chapter 5 that the cep is located within the dilute regime (y ⁎ ≈ 0.35). Perhaps more surprising is the fact that outside the cep, even when y is well above unity, Πv(η) phase diagrams are qualitatively (and nearly quantitatively) the same as in the dilute situation (although the range for q R is very different). This again shows the relevance of the parameter Πv in the thermodynamics. This equality does not hold for φ(η) phase diagrams, because the dependence Πv(y) at finite concentrations is very different from that in dilute solutions. However, also for concentrated polymer solutions and in the protein limit simple analytical equations (e.g., for critical and triple points) describe the phase diagrams quite well, with power-law exponents which are different from those in the colloid limit. In the protein limit we find a surprisingly simple result: the binodal polymer concentrations scale as q R 1/γ and normalized phase diagrams yq R − 1/γ versus η become independent of the size ratio q R = R/a.
In chapter 7 we discuss the liquid window, which is the parameter range over which a colloidal liquid is stable. In terms of the (external) polymer concentration it may be defined as the region y c < y < y t , where the superscripts refer to critical and triple points, respectively. The reference point is the cep, where q R ⁎ ≈ 1/3 and y c = y t = y ⁎ ≈ 0.35; in the cep the width of the liquid window is zero. With increasing q R the window y t − y c widens. In the 'fixed q' model y t − y c increases with q R without bounds, but this model loses its validity for high q R . For the new 'variable q' model the behavior close to the cep (i.e., in the colloid limit) is nearly the same, but for high q R (protein limit) the ratio y t /y c becomes constant: y t /y c ≈ 2.2. Then for given q R the liquid window spans only a factor 2.2 in the external polymer concentration φ. In terms of the internal polymer concentrations ϕ this ratio is somewhat larger (about 3 for the gas branch and an additional factor 2.5 for the liquid branch of the binodal), but anyhow there is only a limited range of polymer concentrations over which a colloidal liquid is stable.
The liquid window may also be expressed in terms of the interaction strength ε, which is the value of the pair potential for two colloidal particles in contact. Clearly, ε t − ε c is zero in the cep, and ε t − ε c increases with q R for q R N q R ⁎ . It turns out that for 'fixed q' this increase is again without bounds, whereas for 'variable q' a maximum level of about 1.6 kT is attained. There is thus only a limited range of interaction strengths over which a liquid is stable. This balance is even more subtle for a one-component Yukawa fluid, where the liquid window ε t − ε c is no more than (at most) 0.6 kT.
In the final chapter 8 we compare our 'variable q' theory with experiments, with simulations, and with other theories, for both good and theta solvents. In most cases we find semiquantitative agreement with experimental critical points and GL binodals. Also the agreement with simulations is quite good. Other theories sometimes deviate considerably from our prediction in the quantitative aspects, but the qualitative behavior is usually the same. A very important feature is that our q R 1/γ scaling law is accurately reproduced by both simulations and other theories which are applicable to this limit.
Osmotic equilibrium theory

System
We consider a system where two phases with different colloid and polymer concentrations are in equilibrium with each other and with an external reservoir containing only the polymer solution (see Fig. 2.1 ). The phase concentrated in colloid may be solid (S) or liquid (L), the dilute phase may be gas-like (G) or liquid. We also use the term fluid (F) to denote either the G or the L phase; beyond the critical point there is no difference between G and L. In some cases S may be in equilibrium with two F phases (one liquid and the other gas); we then have a triple point where three phases coexist.
The chemical potential of the polymer in the system is determined by its volume fraction φ in the reservoir. This volume fraction is unity in the polymer melt. In the colloid phases, the local polymer concentration in the free volume not occupied by the particles (plus the depletion layers surrounding them) is the same as the external concentration φ. However, the overall internal concentration ϕ is lower because the free volume is smaller than the total volume:
where x = G, L, or S and the exclusion factor α is the fraction of the volume available for the polymer.
When the system is dilute in colloids, the depletion layers around the particles do not overlap and one expects a simple form for α: α = (V − nv eff )/V, where V is the volume of the system, n the number of dispersed colloids in it, and v eff = (4π/3)(a + δ) 3 the effective volume excluded for the polymer chains by one colloid particle; here a is the bare particle radius and δ is the thickness of the depletion layer around the sphere. The depletion layer is indicated by the grey halo around the particles in Fig. 2.1 . We define the dispersed colloid volume fraction η as η = nv/V, where v = (4π/3)a 3 is the bare colloid volume. For low η the free volume fraction α equals 1 − η(1 + δ/a) 3 or
where the parameter ζ is the size ratio between particles with and without a depletion layer:
The parameter q is the ratio between the depletion thickness (which is the range of the attraction) and the particle radius; it may be seen as the relative range of the attraction. The quantity ζ 3 = v eff /v is the normalized volume (per particle) which is inaccessible for the polymer chains in a dilute colloid phase. We note that δ is the depletion thickness around a colloidal sphere, which in dilute polymer solutions and for relatively large particles is of order of (but not equal to) the radius of gyration R of the polymer coils. In general, the parameter q = δ/a is not equal to q R = R/a. In Section 5.1 we show that in the colloid limit (where δ is independent of the polymer concentration) the two parameters are related through q ≈ 0.9q R 0.9 (for a more precise result see Eq. (5.5)). In more concentrated solutions, where δ decreases with increasing φ, the relation between q and q R becomes φ-dependent, see Section 6.2 Eq. (6.17).
We will see that in the protein limit (q R N 1) q becomes independent of q R . In most of the present chapter 2 and in chapter 3 we use only the parameter q (or ζ = 1 + q), without specifying the relation with q R . For more concentrated colloid phases the depletion layers do overlap and the fraction of the volume which is excluded for the polymer is less than ηζ 3 due to (multiple) overlap of depletion layers; α is then higher than according to the limiting form of Eq. (2.2). A more general expression for α is given by scaled-particle theory for the free volume [26, 47] , to be discussed in the next section. This theory is based upon the particle insertion method by Widom [48] . The free volume fraction follows from the work required to insert a polymer chain into a sea of colloidal spheres.
Free volume
In scaled-particle theory the free volume fraction α depends solely on the parameters η (colloid volume fraction) and q or ζ (effective size ratio), regardless of the type of phase (G, L or S). The expressions are more transparent when the ratio η/(1 − η) is used as the variable rather than η itself. Therefore we define a concentration parameter f:
ð2:4Þ
The scaled-particle expression [26] for α may be written as
ð2:5Þ
where Q is a polynomial in f:
The coefficients A, B, and C are a function of q only:
ð2:7Þ A dilute colloidal gas in equilibrium with a concentrated colloidal liquid and with a reservoir containing only the polymer solution. The depletion layers are indicated as the grey halo around the particles. In a dilute system only pair interactions between the particles occur, in a concentrated system multiple overlap of depletion layers takes place. Throughout this paper the external (reservoir) concentration of polymer is denoted as φ, and the internal concentration in the colloid phases as ϕ.
For small f and not too large q, β = 1 − Af and α =1 − (A + 1)f, so Eq. (2.2) is recovered. For large f and finite q, β and α approach zero, as expected for concentrated colloid systems (see the concentrated phase in Fig. 2.1) . It has been shown that the prediction of Eq. (2.5) for the free volume fraction agrees very well with computer simulation results [10, 29] , at least when q is O(1) or below.
A plot of α(η) for five values of q is given in Fig. 2 . For the three lowest q values in Fig. 2 .2 this limiting form is shown as the dashed lines; for low q this form describes α(η) over a wide concentration range. For high q, α decays to zero at relatively small η: the polymer is then largely excluded from the colloid phase. This effect is very pronounced for q = 5: the exclusion is then essentially complete for any η, even in very dilute systems. In this high-q limit Q ≈ Af and α ≈ e − Af . Hence, the exclusion limit applies when η ≈ f exceeds the value 1/A ≈ ζ − 3 by, say, a factor of 3.
We note that in the 'fixed q' model (where q is of order q R ) q is an independent variable which may be assigned a high value. However, for 'variable q' (to be discussed in chapter 6) q depends not only on q R but also on the polymer concentration. In that case q remains below unity, even when q R is high (protein limit).
We will also need derivatives of α and, hence, of Q and β with respect to f. When we abbreviate ∂ n X/∂f n as X n , we may write
8Þ
ð2:9Þ
These expressions are needed to find, for given q, the chemical potential, the pressure, the critical point, and the critical endpoint.
Thermodynamics
Separating hard-sphere and polymer contributions
For a system with given numbers n of colloids and n p of polymer chains in a given volume V at temperature T the characteristic thermodynamic function is the Helmholtz energy F(T, V, n, n p ), with total differential dF= −SdT −pdV+μdn+μ p dn p , where μ and μ p are the chemical potentials of the colloid particles and of the polymer, respectively. For the moment we disregard the solvent, as in the original theory, but we shall correct for this in Section 2.3.3. For a semi-open system like in Fig. 2 .1 the variable n p has to be replaced by the variable μ p . The corresponding characteristic function is the grand potential Ω(T, V, n, μ p ), obtained by a standard Legendre transformation as X T; V; n; μ p ¼ F T; V; n; n p À Á −n p μ p ð2:10Þ
Its exact differential is dΩ = −SdT − pdV + μdn − n p dμ p , showing that the variable n p in F is replaced by the variable μ p in Ω. The colloid chemical potential μ is found by differentiating Ω with respect to n. Integrating the exact differential gives Ω = −pV + nμ. Hence, when Ω is known μ and p are readily obtained.
Following Lekkerkerker et al. [26] and Aarts et al. [30] we write
, where Ω 0 = F 0 is the Helmholtz energy of a hard-sphere system without polymer and Ω p is the polymer contribution. The latter is found from a build-up principle: starting from a system without polymer (φ = 0, μ p = −∞), polymer is added to the system until the final concentration is reached. Hence, 
where v is the colloid volume, v s the segment (or solvent) volume, and N the number of segments per polymer chain; the volume occupied by the segments of a chain is Nv s . Now Eq. (2.11) transforms into
where in the polymer term we applied Eq. (2.1). The chemical potential μ of the colloids and the pressure p in the system are found from the standard thermodynamic relations μ = (∂Ω/ ∂n) T,V,μ p and pV = −Ω + nμ:
Clearly, these quantities have a hard-sphere part and a polymer contribution:
We discuss these contributions separately in the next two sections.
Hard-sphere contributions
For a dispersion of hard spheres we have ω = ω 0 . For a fluid phase a very accurate expression is due to Carnahan-Starling [49] , and for a crystalline solid phase we use an expression based on work by Hall [50] with a numerical constant that follows from computer simulation results [51] :
where
741 is the volume fraction at close-packing. Applying Eq. (2.14) (with df = (1 +f) 2 dη) gives the following equations for the chemical potential and the pressure: For calculating GL critical points and the critical endpoint we will also need the first and second derivatives of Eq. (2.18a) with respect to f:
Note that a numerical subscript 1 or 2 denotes the first or second derivative with respect to f. 
Polymer contribution
We rewrite the polymer contribution of Eq. (2.13b) in terms of the osmotic pressure Π of the external reservoir, taking the solvent into account as a component. When the solvent is treated as background, the solvent molecules do not occupy volume, and polymer chains can be added to the system without affecting the solvent. We treat the solvent molecules as entities occupying the same volume v s as polymer segments. The implication is that upon adding one polymer chain to the system N solvent molecules have to leave. Consequently, we replace μ p in Eq. 
We see that the product Πv is a natural parameter in the thermodynamic description. It is the osmotic work to insert a particle (without depletion layer) into the polymer solution. Eq. (2.20) is general, but for applying it the relation between α and Πv is needed. We recall that α is a function of f and q = δ/a. In the colloid limit, where δ is constant (independent of φ or Π), Eq. (2.20) simplifies to ω p = −αΠv (see also Eq. (2.29)). In the general case where δ and q decrease with increasing Πv, the integration of Eq. (2.20) cannot be avoided; one then has to specify the relation between q and Πv.
Applying again Eq. (2.14) we obtain the polymer contributions to μ and pv:
The functions g and h are defined in terms of β Eq. (2.5) and its first derivative Eq. For the calculation of critical points we need the first and second derivatives of Eq. (2.22) with respect to f. These derivatives may be written in terms of the second and third derivatives of β (defined in Eq. (2.9)): 
Here μ g = μ f ( f g ) and μ l = μ f ( f l ), and similarly for pv.
For the GL critical points the first and second derivatives of the pressure (or the chemical potential) with respect to f are zero:
The two contributions to these derivatives are given in Eqs. (2.19) and (2.23), respectively.
Triple points follow from equal chemical potentials and pressures in three phases:
Finally, for the cep we have critical conditions supplemented with equal chemical potential and pressure in fluid and solid phases:
In order to apply these expressions, we have to specify how q in the integrals of the polymer contributions depends on q R and Πv. We postpone the general formulation of this problem to chapter 6, but we give one example of the type of dependence. It can be shown that in a semidilute good solvent Πv ∼ q R − 3 y 2.31 (Eq. (6.12)) and q ∼ q R (2.25) solve the two equations in the two unknown compositions ( f f and f s for FS, f g and f l for GL) at given q R and Πv to find the binodals. Similarly, we could from Eq. (2.26) (again two equations in two unknowns) find Πv and f at given q R to obtain the critical points.
For finding triple points, we have to solve the four equations of Eq. (2.27) for Πv and three compositions, again at given q R . Finally, the cep follows from solving the four equations of Eq. (2.28) for q R ⁎ , (Πv) ⁎ , f ⁎ , and f s ⁎ .
The procedure outlined above is inaccurate since the scaling relation q ∼ (Πv) − 0.37 breaks down in the dilute regime (y < 1). It is possible (see Section 6.2) to find relations Πv(q R , y) and q(q R , y) which are valid over the entire concentration range. However, now the relation q(q R , Πv) is implicit, which is computationally unhandy. It is then easier to use y instead of Πv as the integration variable, replacing dΠv in the integrals by (∂Πv/∂y)dy. Details of the necessary expressions are given in Section 6.2.
Chemical potential and pressure for 'fixed q'
When q does not depend on Πv, which is the case in the colloid limit, the integrand in Eqs. (2.20)-(2.22) is a constant and may be taken out of the integral. Now ω, μ, and pv reduce to
Similarly, Eq. (2.23) may be simplified and the first and second derivatives of pv are given by For a low polymer concentration (say, Π = Π 1 ), both μ and pv increase monotonically with the colloid concentration. Hence, there is no possibility for phase separation into a dilute G phase and a concentrated L phase, since such a demixing requires equal μ and p in both phases. For a high polymer concentration (Π = Π 3 ), both μ and p show a Van der Waals loop. In this particular example we have equal μ's (μ = 7.878) at three points: f g = 0.052, f l = 0.5 and a metastable point somewhere in between. For this Π we have equal p's (pv = 2.779) at exactly the same colloid concentrations, so these two points f g = 0.052 and f l = 0.5 lie on the binodal. In between, for Π = Π c , there is an inflection point with zero slope in both curves at f = f c . In this point the first and second derivatives of μ and p are zero. From these conditions, the location of the critical point, which is the lowest point of the binodal, may be derived, see Eq. (2.26); for q = 0.6 the result is (Πv) c = 2.259 and f c = 0.231.
Phase diagrams for 'fixed q' in terms of Πv
In this chapter we assume that δ and q are independent of the polymer concentration (so Eqs. (2.29)-(2.32) apply) and we use only the product Πv to characterize the polymer solution. There is no need to specify how Π depends on the polymer concentration φ. The conversion towards φ is discussed in chapter 5. After eliminating Πv from these two relations, we obtain:
Here μ f 0 (Eq. (2.17a)) and (pv) f 0 (Eq. (2.18a)) depend only on f f , and μ s 0 (Eq. (2.17b)) and (pv) s 0 (Eq. (2.18b)) only on f s . For a given value of q, the same applies to the g's and h's, respectively. Hence, the second and third parts of Eq. (3.1) give a unique relation f f ( f s ): when a value for f s is chosen, the corresponding value of f f is found by solving the second equality of Eq. (3.1), and Πv follows immediately from the first. For q = q ⁎ = 0.3275, the F-branch is nearly horizontal over a wide range of colloid concentrations and it has an inflection point with zero slope of the curve. This inflection point (top circle left) is the fluid part of the cep, situated at Πv = 10.73 and f = 0.467 (see Eq. (3.7)). The solid branch has a discontinuity in slope at the same Πv and f = 1.457 (top circle right), which is the solid part of the cep.
When q N q ⁎ , the fluid branch becomes discontinuous (there is a jump from the L branch to the G branch at a certain Πv), and the discontinuity in slope of the solid branch (at the same Πv) becomes more pronounced. For example, for q = 0. 35 
GL binodals
Analogously to Eq. (3.1) the coexistence concentrations f g and f l follow from the relations μ g 0 + Πvζ
where binodal), and for higher q the binodal spans a wider region, both in terms of the colloid concentration range and in terms of Πv. The endpoints left and right of each binodal are the G and L parts of the triple point (circles; these are the same as in Fig. 3 .1), the minimum is the critical point (diamonds); it follows from Eq. (2.26) in combination with Eq. (2.32). The coordinates of the three critical points are Πv = 9.02, f = 0.434 for q = 0.35, Πv = 6.38, f = 0.374 for q = 0.4, and Πv = 2.26, f = 0.231 for q = 0.6. For comparison, the two binodal points for q = 0.6 from Fig. 2 .5 are indicated as the two squares in Fig. 3 .2.
The plusses in Fig. 3 .2 give the high-q limit for the GL binodal, obtained in the same way as the crosses in Fig. 3 .1 by assuming exclusion of the polymer from the liquid phase. Hence, the G branch coincides with the ordinate axis, and the L branch is Πv =(pv) f 0 , given by Eq. (2.18a). In this limit the critical point is at Πv =f =0. This is a typical 'fixed q' result; we will see later that when q is allowed to vary with polymer concentration a non-zero value is found for high q R =R/a.
Triple points
In a triple point we have equal p's and μ's at three compositions. We may write down three equations of the type of Eq. (3.1) or (3.2), for the GS, GL, and LS coexistence, respectively. Obviously, we need only two of those. When we choose GL and LS we have
ð3:3Þ for the triple points in Fig. 3 .3 are analytical approximations, which will be discussed in Section 3.2.
Critical points
For the critical point at given q we have the two equations dp 
ð3:4Þ
The second and third parts may be rewritten as
ð3:5Þ
Since β 2 and β 3 (Eq. (2.9)) are only a function of q and f, Eq. (3.5) for given q constitutes an implicit equation in one unknown f; its solution gives f c . Then Πv follows from
ð3:6Þ , discussed further in Section 3.2.
Critical endpoint
For the critical endpoint (cep) we have also these Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6), supplemented with the two of Eq. (3.3b). From an initial estimate of q ⁎ we first calculate (Πv) ⁎ and f ⁎ from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6). Now f s ⁎ follows from the second part of Eq. (3.3b), and the first part gives Π fs v, which should be equal to (Πv) ⁎ . This fixes q ⁎ and provides then also the other three coordinates. The result, which was already used in Figs. 3.1-3.3 is .2) several examples may be found where a very dilute colloidal gas is in equilibrium with a concentrated fluid or solid phase, from which the polymer is nearly fully excluded. In this socalled exclusion limit we may neglect the polymer contribution to the pressure (and chemical potential) in the concentrated phases, setting h l and h s (and g l and g s ) zero. Then Eq. (2.31) reduces to pv = (pv) 0 in the condensed phases. In the very dilute colloidal gas the polymer concentration is essentially the same as in the reservoir, which implies g g = h g = 1. Hence pv = Πv in the dilute gas phase: the contribution of the colloids to the pressure is negligible. Because the gas and condensed phases should have the same pressure, we have for the liquid and solid branches of the binodal In Figs. (3.1) and (3.2) the gas branch in the exclusion limit was assumed to coincide with the ordinate axis. We can find a better approximation. In Eq. (3.1) we change the subscript f into g to describe a GS equilibrium, and we neglect g s and h s with respect to g g = h g = 1 and p g 0 with respect to p s 0 . A similar procedure is followed in Eq. (3.2) for the GL equilibrium. We then can write these equations as
ð3:9Þ
Next we take for μ g 0 the ideal contribution μ g 0 =ln η g . Then the gas branches are given by
For a solid a direct relation between μ s 0 and (pv) s 0 is obtained by
where the first constant equals 2.1306 + 3(1− ln3) and the second is 1/η cp . For a liquid there is also a one-to-one relation between μ l 0 and (pv) l 0 , but this relation is implicit since f cannot be found explicitly from Eq. (2.17a) or (2.18a). We can derive an explicit approximation by assuming power-law behavior around the hard-sphere coexistence values μ 0 0 =15.463 and (pv) 0 0 = 6.081:
The exponent τ is found from analytical or numerical differentiation of Eqs. Similarly, Eqs. (3.8), (3.10), and (3.13) give the analogous form for the GL gas branch: We note that the gas branches in Fig. 3 .5 approach the limiting exclusion behavior faster than those for the condensed phases (crosses in Fig. 3 .1, plusses in Fig. 3 .2). For example, for q = q ⁎ the dotted curve in Fig. 3 .5 coincides with the numerical binodal for Πv above 12, whereas the solid branch in Fig. 3 .1 does not reach the exclusion limit until Πv above 20. A similar phenomenon is seen for the GL binodal for q = 0.6, where the solid and dotted curves in Fig. 3 .5 coincide down to Πv ≈ 2.5, whereas the numerical L-branch in Fig. 3 .2 deviates considerably from the plusses.
The reason is that Eq. (3.10) is a better approximation than Eq. (3.8), due to a compensation of errors. We illustrate this for the GS equilibrium (the reasoning for GL is analogous). When there is still a contribution due to the polymer in the solid phase, Πv is higher than (pv) s 0 because the difference h g − h s in Eq. (3.1) is smaller than unity:
. Even when g g − g s and h g − h s are smaller than unity their ratio may be close to unity, so that Eq. (3.10) is rather accurate while Eq. (3.8) is not.
Power-law behavior of triple and critical points
The triple and critical points from Fig. 3 .3 are replotted in Fig. 3 .6, where all data are normalized on the cep. This figure shows how the six parameters For the four middle curves in Fig. 3 .6 the decay of the normalized parameters from unity in the cep to the end value can rather accurately be described as a power law:
For those cases where X e is zero we get a very simple result: When X e is non-zero, we have to account for this end value: The two middle curves in Fig. 3 .6 were drawn according to Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) ; they follow the numerical data remarkably well. We note that the exponents in Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) Fig. 3.3 ).
The two remaining curves in Fig. (3.6) , for f˜g t and f˜l t , are not well described by a power law in q, because f varies very steeply with q around the cep. In other words, a plot q( f ) is nearly flat in this region. We use a different type of power law and consider the plot Πṽ t ( f˜) in more detail. Such a plot was already given in Fig. 3.3 . It is seen that Πṽ t ( f˜) around the cep is nearly parabolic. We use a modification of Eq. (3.17) by considering a power law in the parameter ( f˜− 1)/( f˜e − 1), which runs from unity at f = f e to zero at the cep. When we apply this modified version to the liquid branch, we obtain 1−Πv
When the exponent is taken as 2, we have a pure parabola, which would describe the liquid branch reasonably. The exponent 2.1 works slightly better, as shown by the liquid branch of the triple curve in Fig. 3 Fig. 3 .7 the f g t (q) data in another way: log f g t against ζ 3 . We choose this representation because the high-q limit is then a straight line, according to Eq. (3.16b). This line is indicated in Fig. 3 .7 and works well for q N 0.6, ζ 3 N 4. The more accurate version of Eq. (3.14) (or Eq. (3.24a)) for the exclusion limit applies for q N 0.4, ζ 3 N 2.7. For q ⁎ < q < 0.4 we need also the 'parabolic' version of Eq. (3.24b). Fig. 3 .8 gives numerical binodals (filled circles) for five values of q, with analytical approximations (solid curves) as discussed below. Also the exclusion limit (q = ∞, open diamonds) for the binodal is shown. The filled circles for q = 0.35, 0.4, and 0.6 correspond to the numerical data in Fig. 3.2 ; in addition we give the numerical data for q = 0.45 and q = 1. The L-branch of each binodal is rather accurately described by a parabola with its minimum in the critical point and its end point on the liquid branch of the triple curve:
GL binodals and spinodals
ð3:25Þ
For the liquid branch we substitute f t = f l t . When the numerical values for (Πv) c and (Πv) t are used in Eq. (3.25), the curves follow the numerical binodal very precisely. In Fig. 3 .8 we see some slight deviations because we aim at a fully analytical solution, so we inserted our analytical results for the triple and critical point. For low q, below roughly q = 0.4, the gas branch can also be described by a parabola, but with a different width because the triple curve is not fully symmetric around f ⁎ . The curves for the gas branches for q =0.35 and 0.4 were obtained from Eq. (3.25), substituting the (analytical) f g t for f t . They work satisfactorily; the deviations in the G-branch are, however, stronger for q = 0.4 than for q = 0.35.
For higher q the gas branch becomes very asymmetric, and a parabolic description breaks down. For the dilute part we have an alternative using the exclusion limit, as derived in Eq. (3.15). The analytical G-binodals in Fig. 3 .8 for q = 0.45 and up were obtained by combining the exclusion limit (Eq. (3.15)) with the inverted form of the (extrapolated) parabolic L-binodal as follows: When we define
, where both Δf/Df and ΔΠ/DΠ run from zero at the critical point to unity at the (liquid side of the) triple point, we have from Eq. (3.25) Δ f ∼ (ΔΠ) 0.5 . Close to the critical point and in dilute polymer solutions we may translate this as Δη ∼ (Δφ) 0.5 : the critical exponent [55] for 'fixed q' free-volume theory is 0.5. Recent simulations [56] suggest a flatter binodal, with a critical exponent 0.33. In chapter 6 we will find that 'variable q' free-volume theory also gives a smaller critical exponent and a flatter binodal.
We conclude this section with some remarks about spinodal curves. Spinodals are calculated from the condition dp/df = 0 (or dμ/ df = 0). With pv =(pv) 0 + Πvh (Eq. (2.31)) we find
Explicit expressions for the derivatives β 1 and (pv
/df are given in Eqs. (2.9) and (2.19).
It is possible to derive analytical approximations for the spinodals. We mention one result:
Because of the prefactor, the spinodal is narrower than the binodal. We plotted the spinodal curves according to Eq. (3.28) for five values of q in Fig. 3 .8 as the dotted curves.
Radius of gyration and overlap concentration
The Πv( f ) diagrams as a function of q = δ/a discussed in the previous chapter 3 may be converted to φ(f ) or φ(η) diagrams as a function of q R = R/a. This will be done in chapter 5 for 'fixed q' (where δ is independent of the polymer concentration φ, and Π proportional to φ) and in chapter 6 for 'variable q' (where δ decreases with increasing φ, and Π increases more strongly with φ). For this conversion we have to relate q and Πv to q R and φ. We will see that for 'fixed q' q is somewhat smaller than q R (roughly q = 0.9q R 0.9 , see Eq. (5.5), and Πv is simply related to y = φ/φ ov and q R : Πv = y/q R 3 (Eq. (5.8)). For 'variable q' these relations have to be extended (Section 6.2): q then decreases with increasing y, and Πv is no longer linear in y. Nevertheless, also in this case the same parameters play a role and y( f ) diagrams as a function of q R can be obtained. In order to convert such normalized y(f,q R ) diagrams to φ(f,R) or φ(η,N) diagrams for a given chain length N and solvency v, we need to know how R and φ ov depend on N and v; this relation is discussed in the present chapter 4.
Radius of gyration
The well-known scaling relations for the radius of gyration R as a function of chain length are R ∼ N 1/2 in mean field (mf) and R ∼ N 3/5 for excluded-volume chains (ev). We need not only the correct exponents but also the numerical prefactors. In addition, it would be useful to We express R in units of the Kuhn length. For convenience, we use the parameter n rather than N itself. Flory [57] derived an equation for α e . In terms of v =1 − 2χ, where χ is the Flory-Huggins parameter (which is 0.5 in a theta solvent and smaller in a better solvent), this relation may be written as for large vn, so the correct Flory-exponent v in R ∼N v =n 2v is recovered in both mf and ev. We obtain an explicit approximation for α e when we replace α e 3 by α e 5/2 , solving the resulting quadratic equation in α e 5/2 to find
. This solution underestimates α e from Eq. (4.2) slightly. A somewhat higher numerical prefactor of vn gives a very accurate approximation: In order to find the relation R(n) we combine Eqs. (4.1) and (4.3): The radius of gyration R follows from n through an easy explicit relation. Conversely, for given R the value of n is obtained by solving Eq. 
Overlap concentration
The overlap concentration is defined as φ ov =N/V coil with V coil =4πR 3 /3:
Inserting Eq. (4.4) into Eq. (4.6) we find φ ov (n,v):
As Eq. (4.4), this simple relation is valid over the whole range of solvencies, including a theta solvent. With the scaling relation Eq. (4.5) we may approximate φ ov as: We have now identified how φ ov depends on N and R for any solvency. These ingredients will be used in chapters 5 and 6 to study the dependence of colloid/polymer phase diagrams on chain length and solvency.
Phase diagrams for 'fixed q' in terms of the polymer concentration
In chapter 3 we discussed phase diagrams in terms of the parameters Πv, which is the osmotic work to insert a sphere (without depletion layer) into a polymer solution, and the size ratio q = δ/a, where δ is the depletion thickness around a sphere of radius a. No relation between Πv, q and the radius of gyration R of the polymer coils and the polymer volume fraction φ was needed in chapter 3. In this chapter we establish these relations for the case that the polymer length scale δ is constant (i.e., 'fixed q'). Such relations are relevant for practical purposes since experimentally polymer concentrations φ are measured, rather than the reduced concentration y = φ/φ ov . The present 'fixed q' treatment is expected to be a reasonable approximation for relatively dilute polymer solutions (colloid limit).
We consider first the reduced parameters q R = R/a and y = φ/φ ov , where φ ov is the overlap concentration; in this chapter we restrict ourselves to dilute polymer solutions (y < 1). We show that there is a direct relation between q and q R and that Πv may be simply expressed in q R and y. Hence, the Πv(q) diagrams of chapter 3 can be converted to y(q R ) diagrams, which are universal in the sense that they do not depend on R, a, and φ ov separately; only ratios are involved. In order to find phase diagrams in terms of real concentrations φ = yφ ov and the particle radius a = R/q R , we have to specify R and φ ov ; clearly, these parameters depend on the chain length and solvency. This dependence was discussed in the previous chapter 4.
Relation between q = δ/a and q R = R/a
We first focus on the depletion thickness next to a flat plate. In the dilute limit the depletion thickness does not depend on the polymer concentration; we use the symbol δ 0 for this dilute limit. The relation between δ 0 and R is well known [58, 59 ]: [30, 59] . The depletion thickness δ 0 at a plate in the dilute limit is thus slightly higher than R, by about 13% in a theta solvent and 7% in a good solvent.
The depletion thickness δ around a sphere is smaller than δ 0 next to a plate, due to curvature effects. It is convenient to define not only the size ratio q, as before, but also the size ratios q 0 and q R :
The relation between q and q R has been derived by Aarts et al. [30] and Louis et al. [38] for mf-chains (i.e., theta conditions) and by Hanke et al. [59] for ev-chains in a good solvent. We rewrite these relations in terms of q(q 0 ):
where the numerical constants in Eq.
Fig. 5.1 gives a plot q 0 (q). The dashed curve is Eq. (5.3a) (mf), the solid curve is Eq. (5.3b) (ev). As expected q 0 is larger than q, but the effect is not very strong: over the q-range shown the ratio q 0 /q is between 1 and 4/3. Moreover, the difference between mf and ev is small, especially for q smaller than 1, which is the most relevant region. Table 5 .1 gives numerical data for q, q 0 , and q R ; these will be used in the present chapter 5 
Relation between Πv and reduced polymer concentration y
We define the reduced (external) polymer concentration as
where φ ov is given by Eq. (4.6), (4.7), or (4.8).
In the dilute polymer regime ( y < 1), which corresponds to the colloid limit, we assume that the osmotic pressure Π is given by the ideal law:
ð5:7Þ
With φ = yφ ov we find from Eqs. Because y ⁎ is well below unity, the cep is located within the dilute polymer concentration regime and the present 'fixed q' description is adequate, at least around the cep (colloid limit). In chapter 6 we will see that a more general 'variable q' treatment where non-ideal effects are taken into account gives roughly the same y ⁎ as in Eq. (5.9); around the cep non-ideal effects do not yet play an important role. Through Eq. (5.8) we can convert Πv at given q to y. To that end, we need the conversion between q and q R , for which we use Eq. (5.5); numerical data are given in Table 5 .1.
We first apply Eq. (5.8) to the critical and triple points. We do this in the normalized form by dividing y c (cp) and y t (tp) by y ⁎ : ỹ c = y c /y ⁎ and ỹ t = y t /y ⁎ . Similarly, we use q R = q R /q R ⁎ as a normalized size ratio. 
ð5:10Þ
On a double-logarithmic scale, this gives the straight critical line drawn in Fig. 5.2 . It fits the numerical data nicely for both mf and ev, although for high q some slight deviations are visible, especially in a good solvent.
Along the triple curve Πṽ t depends only weakly on q according to Eq. (3.19): it drops from unity in the cep to 0.567 for q above 0.6. Hence, for high q we have ỹ t = 0.567q R
3
, which is the limiting straight line (dashed) in Fig. 5 Bold-face numbers correspond to the cep. Table 5 .1). We note that a y( f ) diagram for a theta solvent gives nearly the same figure, with minor quantitative differences because q R in a theta solvent is, at given q, slightly smaller than in a good solvent (see again Table 5 .1). Fig. 5 .3 may be compared with Fig. 3 .1, displaying Πv(f ) binodals for the same set of q's (except for the highest q, which is 0.6 in Fig. 3.1) .
The most striking difference between the two figures is that Fig. 5.3 is more or less a vertical mirror image of Fig. 3 .1: the curves for the lowest q lie on top in Fig. 3 .1 and at the bottom in Fig. 5 .3, and with increasing q the curves go down in Fig. 3 .1 and up in Fig. 5.3 . Another aspect is that the curves for high q converge to the same limit in Fig. 3 .1, whereas the curves in Fig. 5.3 diverge. In both cases the factor q R 3 in Eq. (5.8) is responsible for this different behavior. As in Fig. 3 .1, the circles in Fig. 5 .3 are the triple-point values where the FS binodals for q N q ⁎ show a discontinuous jump in the F branch and a kink in the S branch. For q = q ⁎ (cep) the gas branch of the FS binodal has again an inflection point at the fluid side of the cep. In Fig. 3 .1 the cep is the triple point with the highest (Πv) t , whereas in , and for high q the triple point in terms of y t diverges, as discussed above. Both effects are due to the factor q R 3 in Eq. (5.8). We note that for q R = 0.5 and up y t is above unity, outside the dilute limit. Then the 'fixed q' model breaks down and has to be replaced by 'variable q' (chapter 6). Each individual GL binodal (at fixed q) in Fig. 5 .4 has the same shape as in Fig. 3 .2 but with increasing q the order is inverted, as for the FS binodals (Fig. 5.3 ) and the triple points. The data in Fig. 5.4 clearly demonstrate that, starting from the cep, the critical points y c ( f ) increase with q, whereas in Fig. 3 .2 (Πv) c ( f ) goes down with increasing q; this effect was already discussed in the derivation of Eq. (5.10). For better solvency the binodal curves shift to higher y. This is due to chain expansion, which also increases the depletion thickness. Whereas in Fig. (3.2) we could indicate the high-q limit for binodals Πv( f ), this is impossible in Fig. (5.4) because there is no such limit: due to the factor q R 3 in Eq. (5.8) the y( f ) binodals diverge for high q. However, that is the regime where the 'fixed q' treatment is expected to fail. 
GL binodals
Critical and triple points
Phase diagrams in terms of the external polymer concentration φ
In the previous section we discussed y( f ) phase diagrams as a function of q and/or q R , where y = φ/φ ov . Experimentally, one measures the polymer concentration φ and not the relative concentration y, even though it is common practice in this field that experimentalists plot phase diagrams in (y,η) coordinates. This becomes especially relevant when one changes the solvency, for instance by changing solvent composition or temperature.
In order to find φ = yφ ov , we have to specify the overlap concentration, which depends on the polymer chain length and the solvency (see chapter 4). We split this topic in two parts: first we find φ ⁎ = y ⁎ φ ov ⁎ for the cep, and then we consider the parameter φ = φ/φ ⁎ with respect to the cep. Clearly, φ ¼ỹφ ov ð5:12Þ
where φ ov = φ ov /φ ov ⁎ . We also want to know how the phase diagrams change with the value of the particle radius a (when R or N and v are given), or with N and v (when a is fixed). We treat these issues separately in Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2.
Phase diagrams at constant chain length N
We choose constant chain length N (rather than constant radius of gyration) because then we have accurate explicit expressions to calculate R (Eq. (4.4) ) and φ ov (Eq. (4.7) ). When constant R is chosen
For given n ¼ ffiffiffiffi N p and v we can immediately find φ ⁎ = y ⁎ φ ov ⁎ and a ⁎ = R/q R ⁎ in the cep. From Eqs. (4.4) and (4.7) we obtain In the scaling approximations of Eq. (5.13) we used Eqs. (4.5) and (4.8) and we inserted the numerical values of y ⁎ (Eq. (5.9)) and q R ⁎ (Eq. (5.4) ).
Next we consider how a and φ ov vary outside the cep. For the present case (constant N) the situation is extremely simple: φ ov is constant (at given v) and a is inversely proportional to q R : (5.10) and (5.11), respectively. Eqs. (5.13b) and (5.14c) also provide the information about the particle radii for which a stable colloidal liquid phase exists in the example of Fig. 5.7 ; the cep values a ⁎ are given in the legend. In a good solvent a liquid exists for larger particle sizes than in a theta solvent: a ⁎ = 26.3 for v = 0 and a ⁎ = 51.4 for v = 1. The particle radius at given N (=400 in this example) should be smaller than a⁎ for a liquid to be stable. The value of a corresponding to the symbols at given q in Table 5 .1: as q R increases along the triple and critical curves, a becomes smaller than a ⁎ . For example, for the highest q (=1.2) in Table 5 .1 q R = 4.23 (v = 0) or q R = 4.39 (v N 0), so for the highest critical point in Fig. 5 .7 a ≈ 0.23a ⁎ .
Phase diagrams at constant particle radius a
When a is fixed, q R can only be varied by adjusting the polymer radius R through the chain length N or the solvency parameter v. This implies that φ ov changes as q R increases. In the cep (R ⁎ = aq R ⁎ ) we find R ⁎ directly, but for obtaining N ⁎ we have to solve the implicit Eq. (4.4) . Also for computing φ ov ⁎ from Eq. (4.7) (which is explicit in N and v but not in R and v) we have an implicit equation. In a numerical scheme this poses no problem, but it makes insight in the trends more difficult.
We simplify things by using in this case only the scaling relations of Eqs. (4.5) and (4.8), whereby R can be explicitly converted to N and φ ov ⁎ (and conversely). In this high-R (high-
:
ð5:16Þ ). The same factor q R -1 (mf) and q R -4/3 (ev) applies to the triple points, but here this additional factor is not enough to reverse the trend (y t ∼ q R but that hardly matters since the result for a theta solvent would be qualitatively the same. The GL binodal shows the normal features of a skewed parabola (with an asymptotic exclusion-type behavior for the G branch), with its minimum in the critical point and its ends at the fluid compositions of the triple point. The FS binodal for q ⁎ is identical to that in Fig. 5 .6 since in this case q R = 1 so Eq. (5.16b) reduces to Eq. (5.14b). The FS binodal for q = 0.2 behaves quite differently: it lies below that for q ⁎ at the liquid side, but for smaller η it crosses the q ⁎ binodal and at the gas side it lies above that for q ⁎ .
This inversion may be explained using the exclusion limit discussed in Section 3.2.1. For sufficiently low η, the gas branch follows Eq. Fig. 5.7 ; also this behavior was explained above. For constant a, a stable colloidal liquid exists only when R N R ⁎ and N N N ⁎ . In this example (a = 30) R ⁎ is roughly constant (around 10) but the corresponding N⁎ varies rather strongly with v: the maximum value is 522 for a theta solvent, but considerably lower in a good solvent (168 for v = 1). In a poorer solvent we need higher polymer chain lengths for a stable colloidal liquid.
Phase diagrams in terms of the internal concentration ϕ
In the previous sections we considered only the polymer concentration φ in the external reservoir. That is a transparent concept in the theoretical model, but φ cannot be measured experimentally. An experimentalist has only access to the internal concentration ϕ = αφ, where α is the exclusion factor discussed in Section 2.2: it depends on the size ratio q and the colloid concentration η. The dependence of α on q and η is monotonic, with α decreasing with increasing q (at constant η) and with increasing η (at constant q), see Fig. 2 .2.
The free volume fraction α
From the known colloid concentration η in the critical endpoint (cep) and in the critical points (cp), triple points (tp), and along the binodals, it is straightforward to compute the free volume fraction α, which depends only on η and q, see Eq. (2.5). It turns out that we can also find rather accurate analytical simplifications for α in the various phases.
We start again with the cep, where q ⁎ = 0.3275, η ⁎ = 0.3185, and η s ⁎ = 0.5929 have been found in Eq. (3.7). This immediately gives α ⁎ and α s ⁎ for the fluid and solid parts of the cep:
Hence, in the fluid part of the cep 32% of the volume is available for the polymer, whereas in the coexisting concentrated solid this is only 1.2%. Next we consider how α varies along the critical and triple curves. Numerical data for α /α ⁎ and α l t = α s t /α s ⁎ , which run from 0 to 1. The fact that α˜s t increases with η s is because q decreases (from infinity at η s 0 to q ⁎ at η ⁎ ): this decreasing q (which increases α)
overcompensates the decrease in α due to an increasing η in this solid branch. For finding analytical approximations α(η) we start with the triple curves. For the liquid and solid branches α l t and α s t are well described by a straight line. Also α g t is more or less linear in η g t ; upon closer inspection a linearity in (η g t ) 0.85 is more accurate for the gas branch.
Hence, we use the following analytical approximations: Since we have now analytical expressions for α(η), we can immediately find the dependence α(q) by substituting the analytical dependences η(q). These are obtained from f 
This substitution is straightforward, and there is no need to give the explicit expressions. The curves in Fig. 5.11 gives results α(q) obtained by using these analytical η's, in a normalized form α as a function of 1/q = q ⁎ /q. Only for α g t (which becomes unity for high q) did we plot the nonnormalized version. For α c and α l t we normalized on α ⁎ , for α s t on α s ⁎ . somewhat better. In both cases the absolute errors are small, as α s t is small.
Critical and triple points in internal concentrations
In , open symbols with dashed curves are for constant particle radius a (where φ = α ỹ q R − 4/3 ). The figure is for a good solvent, but a similar plot for a theta solvent is nearly the same (with a small difference for the constant-a curves because then φ = α ỹ q R − 1 ).
We first discuss the curves for constant N (filled symbols, solid curves). The critical curve is approximately the same as in Fig. 5 , as in Fig. 5 .8. The high-q gas branch of the triple curve scales as ϕ t ∼ q R 5/3 , which is a weaker increase than for constant N. Due to the same factor q R − 4/3 the liquid and solid branches of the triple curve go down more steeply for constant a.
The normalized φ data of Fig. 5 .12 may be converted to the real concentrations ϕ by multiplying, for given v and N or a, with ϕ ⁎ = α ⁎ φ ⁎ = 0.317φ ⁎ , where φ ⁎ is given by Eq. (5.13a) (constant N) or Eq. (5.15a) (constant a). So we could make non-normalized plots of the type of Fig. 5 .7 or 5.9 also for the internal polymer concentrations; we will not do that here. .6 for φ (η): the only difference is that we multiplied φ (Fig. 5.6 ) with α to obtain φ ( Fig. 5.13) . Nevertheless, the transparent Fig. 5 .6 now transforms into a more complicated Fig. 5 .13: in this figure the critical points, the (fluid parts of the) triple curve, and all the GL binodals more or less collapse on a single curve. The main difference between the GL binodals is their span: that for q = 0.35 is short, that for q = 0.45 is long, but the short one can hardly be distinguished from the middle part of the long binodal. We did not indicate in Fig. 5 .13 the FS binodal for q = q ⁎ (which we did in Fig. 5.6 ): it nearly coincides with the GL binodals (and the curve connecting the triple points and that for the critical points). (cp) with 1/q ≡q ⁎ /q. The gas branch α g t of the triple curve is not normalized (so it is α ⁎ in the cep), the other quantities are normalized on the cep. Symbols (circles for tp, diamonds for cp) are the numerical data for the standard set of q's ( In Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 we gave only good-solvent versions, but those for a theta solvent would be essentially the same. The normalized φ data in these figures can be converted to real concentrations ϕ by multiplying with ϕ ⁎ = α ⁎ φ ⁎ , where φ ⁎ is given by Eq. (5.13a) (constant N) or Eq. (5.15a) (constant a); to that end we have to specify v and N or a. Such a conversion does not change the general features of the phase diagrams.
Phase diagrams for 'variable q'
In this chapter we introduce our new model where q is allowed to vary with polymer concentration, hence the indication 'variable q'. We now account for the crossover in the length scale δ p (depletion thickness next to a plate) from the constant value δ 0 in dilute polymer solutions to the concentration-dependent correlation length (blob size) ξ in semidilute polymer solutions. This is accomplished through the combination rule δ p − 2 = δ 0 − 2 + ξ − 2 derived before [45, 46] . Moreover, we incorporate non-ideal contributions to the osmotic pressure Π, which has the limits Π 0 = φ/N (dilute) and Π sd ∼ ξ − 3 (semidilute). Here a simple additivity Π = Π 0 + Π sd is adequate [46] . For both δ and Π the semidilute scaling exponents are different for a theta solvent and a good solvent. As in the previous chapters we use the two-letter abbreviations mf and ev to distinguish between these two cases. Hence, with increasing φ the relevant length scale decreases from R in dilute solutions to the much smaller value ξ in semidilute solutions. In Eq. (6.1) we replaced the classical De Gennes exponent γ = 3/4 for excluded-volume chains by the more accurate renormalization-group (RG) result γ = 0.77 [44, 61] . The exponent γ is directly coupled to the Flory exponent ν (which is 3/5 in the classical picture and 0.588 in RG):
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When we take γ = 0.77 for ev, we should for consistency also modify the scaling exponent in φ ov : Previously [45, 46] we have shown that the crossover between the dilute and semidilute limits is accurately described by
Inserting Eq. (6.4) into Eq. (6.5) we find for the concentration dependence of the depletion thickness δ p the following simple relation:
This relation is accurate for any concentration up to and including the semidilute concentration regime. It incorporates the dilute limit δ p = δ 0 for y → 0 and the semidilute limit δ p /δ 0 ∼ y − γ , but describes the crossover as well. The ratio δ p /δ 0 depends only on the reduced concentration y = φ/φ ov . For applying Eq. (6.6) to polymer/colloid mixtures, we have to compare δ p to the particle radius a. Analogously to Eq. (5.2) we define the size ratio q p as: Since q 0 = δ 0 /a = pq R (Eq. (5.2) ) we may replace in Eq. (6.6) the ratio δ 0 /δ p by q 0 /q p = pq R /q p (see also Eq. (6.16)).
Osmotic pressure
In the dilute limit we have the Van 't Hoff law Π = Π 0 = φ/N, which may be written in different ways:
In Eq. (6.8a) we inserted φ = yφ ov = y N/V coil (Eq. (4.6)), in Eq. (6.8b) we used V coil /v =(R/a) 3 = q R 3 .
For the semidilute limit we start from the well-known scaling result [60] :
We need also the numerical prefactors in Eq. (6.9), and again we are primarily interested in the ratio Π sd /Π 0 between the semidilute and dilute limits. [44] , where the exponent is 3γ − 1. Hence
We saw above that the Flory-Huggins expression for mf leads to Π = Π 0 + Π sd . The same additivity rule is a very good approximation for ev as well [46] . Therefore the concentration dependence of Π can be described as Again we recover the correct dilute and semidilute limits. Eqs. (6.6) for δ p and (6.12) for Πv constitute the basis for our 'variable q' model.
The protein limit
In this section we discuss some general trends for the protein limit, which follow automatically from our generalized treatment by omitting the unity term in Eq. (6.6) and the ideal term in Eq. (6.12).
When the polymer concentrations are in the semidilute regime the ratio ξ/δ 0 is a simple scaling function of y =φ/φ ov . We rewrite Eq. (6.4) as
where q sd is the semidilute limit of q p . The numerical prefactors are also known, but we do not need those in the present section. What we do need is the fact that ξ is independent of R ≈ δ 0 : δ 0 y − γ is independent of δ 0 so δ 0 y − γ is constant or y ∼ δ 0 1/γ . Similarly, q sd is independent of q 0 (or q R ). We may thus write
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Applying this equation to critical and triple points, we expect that y c and y t in the protein limit are proportional to q R 1/γ . We will see that the numerical results confirm this scaling result. Another way of interpreting Eq. (6.14) is that yq R − 1/γ should be independent of q R . We shall find in the next sections that indeed the protein-limit binodals for various q R collapse on a single curve when yq R − 1/γ is plotted against the colloid concentration η.
Not only q sd and yq R − 1/γ become independent of q R in the protein limit, but also Πv ∼ q R − 3 6.12) ). We will see later that also the colloid concentrations η and the free volume fractions α along the binodals become independent of the size ratio q R = R/a.
The parameters Y and q
In the previous section we saw that the parameter combination yq R − 1/γ becomes constant in the protein limit. It is convenient to introduce a separate symbol for this combination: 
The two limits are immediately clear. In the colloid limit (Y → 0) we have q p = q 0 = pq R , in the protein limit
not depend on q R in the protein limit, q p = q sd attains a constant value as well. For describing the phase behavior we have to include curvature effects, whereby we convert δ p (plate) to δ (sphere) or, equivalently, q p to q. We assume that the curvature dependence can be incorporated through Eq. where we substitute c 1 = 6.02 and γ = 1 for mf and c 1 = 3.95 and γ = 0.77 for ev. Also q = δ/a is only a function of q R and Y. In the colloid limit this equation reduces to Eq. (5.5); then q = q(0) = 0.938q R 0.9 (mf) or 0.865q R 0.88 (ev) is of order of (but not equal to) q R . In the semidilute limit (i.e., the protein limit) q becomes independent of q R . parameter q(0) as a function of q 0 or q R =q 0 /p is shown in Fig. 5.1; Fig. 6 .1 adds the concentration dependence. In the region 0 < y < 1 q(y) decreases rather strongly; for high y the semidilute power law q(y)/q(0)= 0.45y − 0.9 (mf) or 0.55y − 0.68 (ev) applies. The dashed curves give these semidilute limits, which are adequate above (roughly) y =1. We may also rewrite Eq. (6.12) in terms of q R and Y:
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where −1/ν = −3 +1/γ (Eq. (6.2)) and c 2 = 4.10 (mf) or 1.62 (ev). In the colloid limit we have Πv
y, which is Eq. (6.8), and in the protein limit Πv = c 2 Y 3γ , which is again independent of q R .
The integrals of Section 2.3.3 for the polymer contribution to ω, μ, and pv (and the derivatives of pv) were formulated in terms of the integration variable Πv. In these integrals the free volume fraction α and its derivatives occur; these functions depend on q = q(q R ,Y). On account of Eqs. (6.17) and (6.18) it is now mathematically more convenient to replace the integration variable Πv by Y, using dΠv = (∂Πv/∂Y)dY, where ∂Πv/∂Y is given by
This equation is used to calculate phase diagrams in terms of the variable Y.
Critical endpoint
The critical endpoint is calculated from the four equations of Eq. (2.28), using Eqs. The values of y ⁎ are well below unity, more or less in the dilute regime. This explains why they are rather close to those for 'fixed q', which are (Eq. These values are nearly the same as for 'fixed q' (Eq. (3.7) ). We give also the value of the free volume fraction α⁎ in the cep: .20)) determines directly the value a ⁎ (when R is given) or the value R ⁎ (at given a):
As q R ⁎ is roughly the same as for 'fixed q', also the values of a ⁎ and R ⁎ are about the same.
Triple and critical curves
Critical curves are computed from Eq. (6.14) and (6.15) . This final level is some 35% higher than Y ⁎ . In contrast, Y c goes down but also here a final protein-limit value Y ∞ c is reached, which is about 40% lower than Y ⁎ . However, before reaching this plateau Y c passes through a minimum. This minimum is weak and situated around q R = 2.5 (q R = 7.4) for mf, and somewhat more pronounced and at smaller q R (around 1.6) for ev. For interpreting the trends, it is useful to have an analytical approximation for these results. The triple curves in Fig. 6 .2 are well described by an exponential curve (see Eq. (6.27)), for an accurate description of Y c (q R ) a more complicated function would be needed to capture the minimum. We keep things simple and use an exponential decay also in this case, thereby neglecting the minimum. The curves in Fig. 6.2 (solid for mf, dashed for For the sake of simplicity we shall accept these slight discrepancies. Table 5 .1) to convert the fixed q to q R .
The parameters (Πv
In the previous section we saw already that (Πv) ⁎ and q R ⁎ are nearly the same for 'fix' and 'var' and for mf and ev: the three ceps in Fig. 6 .3 are thus very close, at (Πv) ⁎ around 11 and q R ⁎ around 0.35. With increasing q R , (Πv) t drops quickly to the value (Πv) ∞ t . In 'fix' this decay is smooth and (Πv) ∞ t =(pv) 0 0 = 6.08, which corresponds to full exclusion of polymer from the condensed phases. In 'var' there is a weak intermediate minimum, which is nicely captured in the analytical model. Moreover, since now the depletion layers are compressed for high q R (more strongly in ev than in mf), the final level (Πv) ∞ t is higher than for 'fix' (and higher in ev than in mf: 8.82
and 7.13, respectively). Nevertheless, the quantitative differences in (Πv) It is illustrative to also show a Πv( f ) diagram, just like Fig. 3.3 for 'fix'. Fig. 6.4 gives three sets of such critical and triple curves. The circles are triple points for 'variable q' and the diamonds represent the corresponding critical points; closed symbols are for mf, open ones for ev. The curves (solid for mf, dashed for ev) are analytical approximations based upon (Πv)(q R ) (as in Fig. 6.3 ) and η(q R ) (given in Section 6.4.5). The crosses (cp) and plusses (tp) are the 'fix' results and are the same as in Fig. 3.3 ; in this case we did not repeat the analytical curves from Fig. 3.3 .
Again we see a nearly universal behavior for (Πv) c and (Πv) t in the three cases. The minor quantitative differences are due to a slightly different cep and different final levels for Y c and Y t and, hence, for (Πv) c and (Πv) t , which we discussed in connection with Fig. 6.3 . We note that also in Fig. 6 .4 the analytical equations describe the numerical data quite well. . In this case we use again a normalized representation q as a function of q R so that the cep is the point (1,1) . The dotted curve in this figure is the Fig. 6.2 . The q range for 'fixed q' is the same as in Fig. 3.3 and the corresponding q R 's can be read from 'fixed q' result q = q R 0.88 according to Eq. (5.5) (this is the ev version but the mf result q = q R 0.9 is hardly different).
For 'fix' q is a simple power law: q is of order q R and increases without bounds. This is because the depletion thickness is assumed to be independent of the polymer concentration; only curvature effects are taken into account. For 'var' the depletion layer is compressed at high polymer concentration (high q R ), and in semidilute solutions δ becomes independent of R, so q becomes independent of q R .
According to Eq. For q t the variation with q R in ev is quite small, with q ∞ t only a few per cent higher than q ⁎ . The weak maximum in q t (q R ) in this case is nicely reproduced in the analytical model. For mf there is a smooth transition from q ⁎ to q ∞ t and the ratio q ∞ t /q ⁎ is somewhat higher, but even here the total variation is only around 20%. The increase in q c is stronger: q ∞ c /q ⁎ is around 2.6 for mf and around 1.8 for ev. In the latter case we see again a non-monotonic behavior in the numerical q c (q R ), which is disregarded in the analytical model. The minimum in Y c (q R ) translates itself into a maximum in q c (q R ) because q decreases with increasing Y.
We see from Eq. (6.30) and Fig. 6 .5 that q in tp and cp (hence, along the GL binodals) remains small throughout: its value well below unity in all cases. This is important since our model is based upon scaledparticle theory (Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7)), which agrees with simulations [10, 11, 28, 29] for q up to order unity, but breaks down for higher q values. Unlike in 'fix', where q diverges with q R , our 'variable q' model remains within the validity range of scaled-particle theory. . For the gas and liquid branches such a power law did not work because f (q) around the cep behaves more or less parabolic (Fig. 3.6) ; here a 'parabolic power law' We try similar dependencies for the colloid concentrations in the case of 'variable q'. We expect that we have to adjust the exponents, and we change from the parameter f to the parameter η = f/(1 + f ), which is directly measured in an experiment. Moreover, we do not which implies a discontinuous behavior: a power law η c ∼ q R -x (x = 0.74 or 0.63) for small q R (colloid limit) and a constant level (η c =0.185η ⁎ = 0.059 or 0.33η ⁎ = 0.104) for high q R (protein limit). Fig. 6.7 shows the comparison between the numerical values (diamonds) and Eq. (6.35), in a representation η c as a function of 1/q R , which is the same as in Fig. 3.6 . We note that the exponents in Eq. (6.35) are considerably smaller than for 'fixed q', where we found η c ∼ q -2.6 ≈ q R -2.3 (Eq. (3.18) ).
This weaker dependence is due to the fact that the depletion thickness decreases with increasing polymer concentration. For η g t and η l t we try a 'parabolic power law' η
q . In the gas branch η g,∞ t is zero, and x = 3.5 for mf and x = 3 for ev gives a fair description of the numerical data:
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The lower branch in Fig. 6 .7 demonstrates that Eq. (6.36) is not perfect, but the trends are described rather well. The exponents in Eq. (6.36) are slightly smaller than for 'fixed q', where we used q − 4.6 ≈ q R − 4.1 (Eq. (3.24) ).
In the liquid branch we have a non-zero final value η l,∞ t . For 'fixed q', where for high q the full exclusion limit is reached, η l,∞ t = η f 0 = 0.492
For 'variable q' this limit is not fully attained and η l,∞ t is somewhat smaller. The liquid branch of the triple curve (top curves in Fig. 6 .7) is reasonably described by 
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On the scale of Fig. 6 .7 Eq. (6.38) seems to work excellently, but upon close inspection it is again not perfect: it does not capture the weak minimum in η s t (q R ) for ev (which is hardly visible in Fig. 6.7) . Nevertheless, the overall trends are reasonably described by the simple Eqs. (6.35)-(6.38). 
, which gives a straight line when q t is small and constant (i.e., independent of q R ). Both conditions are approximately met, see Fig. 6 .5. We interpret the 'variable q' data for the gas branch of the triple curve with We could improve on this by writing
with an exponent x which is just below unity, but for the sake of simplicity we will not do that.
By substituting η g t (q R ) from Eq. (6.36) into Eq. (6.41) we find the explicit dependence of α g t on q R :
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As shown by the top curves in Fig. 6 .9, the simple Eq. (6.42) gives a reasonable approximation.
The liquid branch α l ev : ð6:44Þ
In Fig. 6 .9 (lower curves) we see that Eq. (6.44) describes the numerical data satisfactorily.
For the solid branch of the triple curve α s t is small but non-zero.
From the inset in Fig. 6 .8 it is seen that, starting from the cep, α s t varies only slightly, with a weak decrease of α s t with decreasing η s t for mf, and a weak increase for ev. The same opposing trends occur for α s t as a function of q R (Fig. 6.9 ). Despite this different behavior, it turns out that α s t (q R ) can be described reasonably well by the same power-law form as in Eq. (6.38) for η s t (q R ): 
. FS binodals
In Fig. 5.3 we displayed FS binodals for a good solvent in terms of y(f) for the case of 'fixed q'. Fig. 6 .10 gives the analogous results for 'variable q'. The overall picture is the same, but there are important quantitative differences. These are only minor around and below the cep, where the dilute limit applies. As q R increases these quantitative differences become more pronounced, which can be read from y = y t at the triple point. We saw in Section 6.4.4 that y t increases more slowly with q R for 'variable q'. For example, in Fig. 6 .10 for q R = 0.8 y t is around 1.3, in the crossover region between the dilute and semidilute regimes. For 'fixed q' and q R = 0.8, y t would be around 3.2
Eq. (5.11), well into the semidilute region and outside the range shown in Fig. 6 .10. Hence, the differences between Figs. 6.10 and 5.3 are caused mainly by the dependence y t (q R ), which for high q R scales as y t ∼ q R 3 in Fig. 5 .3, and as y t ∼ q R 1.3 in Fig. 6 .10. (ev) for high q R , so the dependence for 'variable q' is stronger. Similar quantitative differences occur for y t . Here the variation with q R is weaker in Fig. 6 .12: at high q R y t ∼ q R 3 for 'fixed q', and again
The highest triple points shown in Fig. 6 .12 are for q R = 1, whereas in Fig. 5 .5 this is q = 0.6, corresponding roughly to q R = 0.61 (mf) or q R = 0.66 (ev). In Section 6.2 we introduced the parameter Y = y q R − 1/γ , which has the important property that it approaches a constant value in the protein limit. This is illustrated nicely in Fig. 6 .13, which replots the data of 6.6. Phase diagrams in terms of the external polymer concentration φ 6.6.1. Phase diagrams at constant chain length N For constant N and v, the overlap concentration φ ov is constant and independent of q R . This implies that φ is simply proportional to y. When we normalize on the cep the proportionality constant drops out and φ = φ/φ ⁎ equals ỹ, as also shown in Eq. (5.14). This equation remains valid for 'variable q'. So we may construct φ (η) diagrams directly from the y(f) diagrams in Figs. 6.10-6.12. Fig. 6 .14 gives such a φ(η) diagram. The dotted curves are FS binodals for q R = 0.2 and q R ⁎ ; these are for mf but that hardly matters as for the three η t 's as a function of q R . The η's in these equations were converted to f using
Fig. 6.13. As Fig. 6 .12 but now with Ỹ c and Ỹ t along the ordinate axis, and for the complete q R set of Fig. 6 .2.
the result for ev would be essentially the same. The solid (mf) and dashed (ev) curves are GL binodals for q R = 0.6 and 0.8. The symbols for triple and critical points are the same as in Fig. 6 .12 (apart from the conversion from f to η); in this case we do not show the analytical curves of Fig. 6 .12.
We may again compare Fig. 6 .14 with its 'fixed q' analogue in Fig. 5 .6. Like in the previous Figs. 6.10-6.12 there are qualitative similarities and quantitative differences, which are mainly caused by the different dependence of y c and y t on q R as discussed extensively above. 6.7. Phase diagrams in terms of the internal concentration ϕ 6.7.1. Critical and triple points in internal concentrations Fig. 6 .18 illustrates how the internal polymer concentrations ϕ = αφ in critical point (diamonds) and triple point (circles, three branches) depend on q R . This figure is for a good solvent, and gives the normalized concentrations φ c = ϕ c /ϕ ⁎ , φ g t = ϕ g t /ϕ ⁎ , φ l t = ϕ l t /ϕ ⁎ , and φ s t = ϕ s t /ϕ ⁎ as a function of q R = q R /q R ⁎ on a double-logarithmic scale, for both constant chain length (closed symbols, solid curves) and constant particle radius (open symbols, dashed curves). Whereas the dashed curves for constant a in Fig. 6.18 reach a constant level, the solid curves for constant N behave as a power law ϕ ∼ q R 1/γ = q R 1.30 for high q R . The reason is, obviously, the prefactor q R (q R ) goes up more steeply for 'variable q', and the liquid and solid branches of the triple curve go up with q R for 'variable q' (Fig. 6.19 ), whereas they go down for 'fixed q' (Fig. 5.13 ). The highest critical point shown in Fig. 6 .19 is for q R = 1.2, and for the triple curve the highest points are for q R = 0.6 (gas branch), q R = 2 (liquid branch), and q R = 5 (solid branch).
The increase of φ t = α 6.7.3. Phase diagrams at constant particle radius a Fig. 6 .20 gives a similar phase diagram for constant a, and is the 'variable q' counterpart of Fig. 5 .14 for 'fixed q'. On first sight the differences between these two figures is less than in Figs. 5.13 and 6.19 for constant N. However, the effect of q R is considerably smaller in .20 that the entire GL binodals for any q R lie in a rather narrow range. For high q R this range is roughly 4ϕ ⁎ N ϕ N ϕ ⁎ for the gas branch, and ϕ ⁎ N ϕ N 0.5ϕ ⁎ for the liquid branch. This indicates that also in terms of the internal concentrations the liquid window is narrow, as will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
Analytical GL binodals
In the previous sections we found analytical approximations for the three characteristic points of a GL binodal: the critical point y For analytical approximations for GL binodals Y(η), we treat the L and G branches separately. In Section 3.2.3 we found that for 'fixed q' the liquid branch could be well described by an equation of the type
where f = η/(1 − η) represents the colloid concentration and Df = f l t − f c . For 'fixed q' the exponent x was found to be 2, so that the binodal Πv ( f ) is a parabola. Note that both ΔΠv/DΠv and Δf/Df run from zero in the cp (lowest point of the parabola) to unity in the tp (highest point).
We have also seen (Fig. 6.4 ) that the parameter Πv is nearly the same for 'fixed q' and 'variable q'. It is then reasonable to try a similar procedure for a binodal Πv(η) for 'var'. We will show that such an approximation does indeed work. The binodal Πv(η) may be converted to the binodal Y(η) using Eq. The gas branch is not well described by Eq. (6.47) because for small η the binodal is quite steep. In Section 3.2.3 we modelled this part using the exclusion limit for 'fixed q'. Here we try a different procedure and we do not consider Πv(η) as in Eq. Triple points (circles) and critical points (diamonds) are for the standard set (see Fig. 6 .2) for q R . The asterisk is the cep at φ =1, η = η ⁎ . The triple triangle connecting the three φ t , η t pairs is for q R = 0.6. The dotted curve is the FS binodal for q R = 0.2. . It turns out that x = 1.5 gives a rather accurate approximation for ev (any q R ) and for mf for relatively low q R (0.6 and below). For the mf binodals for higher q R an exponent x = 2 works better. The curves in Fig.  6 .23 (mf) and 6.24 (ev), drawn according to Eqs. (6.51) and (6.52) with this exponent x, show that these simple equations describe the numerical data satisfactorily (though not perfect for mf and very high q R ).
In chapter 8 we shall use the analytical equations given above to interpret experimental GL binodals.
The liquid window
Liquid is only stable between the critical point (cp) and the triple point (tp) and for q R N q R ⁎ , where q R ⁎ corresponds to the critical endpoint (cep) . In this chapter we analyze the liquid window in terms of external and internal polymer concentrations and in terms of the contact potential ε between two colloids in a solution of nonadsorbing polymer, both for 'fixed q' (i.e., ideal osmotic pressure, concentration-independent q) and for 'variable q' (non-ideal osmotic pressure, concentration-dependent q). We restrict ourselves to polymer in a good solvent (ev, excluded-volume chains). We employ a fully analytical description, using previously derived analytical approximations to the numerical results for 'fix' and 'var'. As we have seen before, these approximations are not perfect but they describe the trends quite well and may form a useful guideline for experimentalists to quantitatively describe measured phase lines.
In Section 7.1 we summarize the most important equations, whereby we express all quantities in the size ratio q R = R/a. The size ratio q = δ/a, which may be seen as the relative range of the interaction between two colloids, is a function of q R and the (normalized) polymer concentration y = φ/φ ov . For the critical and triple points, y c and y t are known functions of q R , so q c and q t may be expressed as a function of q R only. In order to quantify the conditions for a stable liquid we discuss the strength ε of the interaction in Section 7.2. This strength is of order ε ≈ Πv ov , where v ov is the overlap volume of the depletion layers of two particles in contact. We will see that a more accurate approximation is ε ≈ v ov ydΠ/dy.
In Section 7.3 we present analytical results for the liquid window. We discuss the liquid window in terms of the strength (Section 7.3.1), in terms of the external polymer concentrations φ (Section 7.3.2), and in terms of the internal concentrations ϕ (Section 7.3.3) . In all cases we compare 'fix' and 'var'. In addition, in Section 7.3.1 we make a comparison with the liquid window for a quite different system: a one-component hard-sphere system with a Yukawa-type attraction.
Summary of equations for critical and triple points
We have found before (Eqs. The high-q R limits in Eqs. (7.2b) and (7.3) follow immediately by omitting the second term. As discussed before, close to the cep ỹ = q R λ , with λ = 0.72 (Eq. (6.34)) in Eq. (7.2b), λ = 1.4 (Eq. (5.11)) in Eq. (7.3a), and λ = 1.55 (Eq. (6.34)) in Eq. (7.3b). The parameter ỹ may be converted to the parameter φ by taking into account the variation of φ ov in y = φ/φ ov with q R . For fixed polymer radius R, φ ov is constant (or φ ov = 1). For fixed particle radius a, φ ov is proportional to q R -1/γ (with γ = 0.77):
We need also the relation between the parameters q = δ/a and q R = R/a. For 'fixed q' this is independent of the polymer concentration (Eq. (5.5)), for 'variable q' the depletion layers are compressed by the polymer (Eq. (6.17)): We find the internal concentrations ϕ from ϕ = αφ or φ = α φ , with φ = ϕ/ϕ ⁎ , φ = φ/φ ⁎ , and α = α/α ⁎ . For the critical points we use The equations for the 'fixed' α's in this section are less accurate than those given in chapter 5 (and 3). The most important difference is that the previous equations fully accounted for the exclusion limit, where for high q the condensed phases are nearly (but not fully) void of polymer. Eq. (7.8) does not capture this exclusion limit quantitatively so when α l t is small the relative error may be large. However, for small α and ϕ accurate measurements of ϕ are very difficult and the absolute error in Eq. (7.8) is small anyhow. We expect that the simple Eqs. (7.2)-(7.8) are useful in interpreting the trends found in most experimental situations.
The contact potential
The phase behavior of colloids and atomic fluids is often described in terms of two parameters determining the pair potential between two colloids or atoms: the range and the strength of the interaction [24, [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . For example, a very popular system in which the range and strength are easily varied is a Yukawa fluid, consisting of hard spheres with an exponential attraction [64, [67] [68] [69] . For such a fluid the pair potential W(r) is infinite when the separation r between the particle centres is smaller than 2a. In terms of the separation H = r − 2a between the particle surfaces W(H) =∞ when H < 0. For H N 0 the pair potential is given by
Here κ − 1 is the range of the interaction and ε is the strength; it is (minus) the contact potential W(0). In the second version of Eq. (7.9) we use the relative separation h = H/a and the relative range k
For a colloid-polymer system the range is the depletion thickness δ and the relative range is the parameter q = δ/a; we have discussed these parameters extensively in the preceding chapters. We now turn to the strength ε. When δ and q are independent of the polymer concentration (or the osmotic pressure), a good approximation is ε = Πv ov [20, 70] , where v ov is the overlap volume of the two depletion layers for particles in contact. It is the overlap volume of two spherical shells with inner radius a and outer radius a + δ: v ov = 2πδ 2 a(1 + 2δ/3a) [20, 70] . For the relative overlap volume v ov /v we have then
Hence, we can write ε also as ε = (v ov /v) Πv. Note the analogy of Eq. (7.10) with the coefficient B in the free volume theory (Eq. (2.7)):
When q does depend on φ an integration procedure (build-up principle) is necessary, analogous to that used in the derivation of the polymer contribution to the grand potential (Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13)). The starting point is Gibbs' law dσ = −Γdμ p , where σ is the surface tension (from which ε = W(0) follows) and Γ is the (negative) adsorption of polymer, which is directly related to φv ov . Applying the Gibbs-Duhem rule (analogous to the derivation of Eq. (2.20)) gives φdμ p =(1 − φ)dΠ ≈ dΠ. Integration of Gibbs' law ultimately leads to [70, 71] 
Clearly, for 'fix' this equation reduces to ε = Πv ov . For 'var' the factor v ov /v decreases with increasing y (Eq. (7.10) with q = q(y)), and the factor dΠv/dy increases (Eq. (6.12) ). It turns out that these two opposing trends nearly cancel each other, and the integrand in the last form of Eq. (7.11) is approximately independent of y. Hence, a reasonable approximation is:
where q = q(q R ,y) according to Eq. (7.5b). Comparison with the numerical integration of Eq. (7.11c) shows that Eq. (7.12) is very precise for y < 2 and gives a slight overestimation, by less than about 20%, for large y. In the dilute limit y dΠv/dy equals Πv, in the semidilute limit y dΠv/dy is larger than Πv by a factor 3γ = 2.31 (Eq. (6.12)), so ε in Eq. (7.12) is larger than the simple form ε = Πv ov by this factor. The difference is due to the fact that v ov decreases with increasing Π. When v ov in R v ov dΠ would be taken constant at its final value the integral would give Πv ov , but since over the integration interval v ov is larger than this final value the outcome of the integral is larger than Πv ov . The interaction strength is given by Eq. (7.12) with Eq. (7.5) for q; for 'fix' we omit the term y [64] in an analytical approximation for this system. In this case the parameter q R has no meaning, but we can plot ε c and ε t as a function of the normalized range 1/k = k ⁎ /k, which is equivalent to q = q/q ⁎ for a colloid/polymer system. We first compare the cep in the three models in Fig. 7 .2. Perhaps the most important conclusion is that the cep is situated at approximately the same value ε ⁎ = 2.1 (kT units) in the three cases ('fix', 'var', and 'Yuk'). The same value follows from Monte Carlo simulations [72] based upon a Lennard-Jones-type potential. Not only the strength ε ⁎ in the cep is the same in these four systems, also the relative range q ⁎ (or 1/k ⁎ in the Yukawa model) is roughly the same, around 0.3. This suggests that for a collection of particles with a smooth attractive pair potential a universal principle applies: liquid is only possible if the range is longer than roughly one third of the particle radius. In addition, for a Yukawa system the strength of the interaction should be smaller than about 2 kT: for stronger interactions and/or a smaller range than one-third of the particle radius the solid state is the preferred situation for the condensed phase.
Outside the cep such a universality does not apply and the liquid window depends strongly on the type of interaction. We first discuss the ε(q R ) plots for 'fix' and 'var' in Fig. 7 .1, and then turn again to Fig. 7.2 where also the Yukawa results are shown.
For 'fix' in Fig. 7 .1 the liquid window is wide. The value ε c for the critical point decreases from 2.1 in the cep to roughly 1.4 around q R =8q R ⁎ , and for higher q R it increases again weakly. This behavior follows from Eq. (7.12) in the form ε ∼ q 2 q R -3 y (low q) or ε ∼ q , which leads to a very strong increase of ε t with q R : ε t ∼ q 2 ∼ q R 1.86 for low q, and ε t ∼ q 3 ∼ q R 2.64 for high q. Hence, in this (irrealistic) case the liquid window in terms of ε t − ε c is wide, increasing without bounds.
For 'var' in Fig. 7 .1 the behavior very close to the cep is similar to that for 'fix'; here we are still (more or less) in the dilute regime. However, for high q R both y t and y c exceed unity and we enter the semidilute regime where the q R -dependence disappears. The final levels are found by substituting the high-q R limit y = Ay ⁎ q R 1.3 into Eq.
(7.12), where we neglect the unity term in the last factor. The result is ε = 8.96q 3)) to find ε t = 3.06. Hence, the liquid window for high q R has a width ε t − ε c = 1.4
(kT units).
The behavior of a Yukawa system is quite different. Here it makes no sense to make a plot ε(q R ); instead we consider the plot ε(q) in Fig. 7 .2, which for a Yukawa system is equivalent to a plot ε(1/k). The 'fixed q' curves for ε t and ε c in Fig. 7 .2 are qualitatively similar to those in Fig. 7 .1 because q is of order q R (q = q R
0.88
). Note that the abscissa scales are different in the two figures: the highest ε t (= 3.5) is reached at q = 1.6 in Fig. 7 .2, which corresponds to q R = 1.56 in Fig. 7 .1. Again we see a wide liquid window for 'fix'. The Yukawa plot is qualitatively different: both ε t and ε c decrease when the interaction range increases. In a rough approximation this decrease can be described as simple power laws ε˜t = k 0.3 = q − 0.3 and ε c = k
. Moreover, it can be seen that the liquid window is quite narrow: even for the highest q = 1/k indicated in the figure ε t − ε c is no more than 0.6 (kT units). This illustrates the subtle balance for the existence of a and 'var' (solid curves), according to Eqs. (7.2), (7.3) and (7.12). For 'fix' the factor 3.77 in Eq. (7.12) is taken zero. (solid curves), and 'Yuk' (dash-dotted). The latter data are taken from [64] . The abbreviation Yuk stands for a Yukawa fluid, where 1/k = k ⁎ /k plays the same role as q.
All the results presented in this chapter are for strictly monodisperse colloidal particles. In experimental systems unavoidably some polydispersity occurs, which impedes crystallization. This affects the position of the cep (where a critical fluid is in equilibrium with a crystalline phase). Far from the cep, where GL demixing is stable with respect to FS demixing the effect of polydispersity is probably much less. In the next chapter we will return to this issue of polydispersity.
Comparison with experiments and simulations
In this chapter we compare the analytical predictions of our 'variable q' theory as discussed in chapter 6 with experiments, with computer simulations, and with other theories. Since in literature studies the polymer concentrations ϕ are commonly normalized by the overlap concentration φ ov , we introduce the quantity y i = ϕ/φ ov = αy for the internal polymer concentration relative to overlap.
Experiments usually provide (part of) GL binodals. In Section 8.1 we start therefore with a few examples of GL binodals, for both good and theta solvents. A central feature is the critical point (cp), for which our theory provides very simple analytical expressions. From experiments it is sometimes possible to estimate the cp, but in many cases this point is not accurately known. Then we employ a rough procedure to extract an approximate cp value from the experimental binodal. Results are discussed and compared with theory in Section 8.2; this section contains a table with all the information on cp's from experiment which we could find in the literature. Sections 8.3 (GL binodals) and 8.4 (cp's) gives an analogous comparison with simulations and other theoretical models. In this case we could also check to what extent these other models follow the scaling law for the protein limit (ϕ ∼ q R 1/γ ) as derived in chapter 6. In Section 8.5 we compare the free volume fraction α from simulations with the scaled-particle expression (Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7)) for 'variable q'.
In Section 8.6 we discuss an experimental example where the position of the tie-lines is measured explicitly. In Section 8.7 we interpret the (very scarce) experimental information about triple points. Finally, in Section 8.8 we discuss a complete experimental y i (η) phase diagram for q R = 1 (i.e., colloids and polymer have the same size). In this study all twophase regions GL, FS, and GS plus the three-phase GLS-region (inside the triple triangle) were observed. We find that our new 'var' theory describes this experimental phase diagram excellently. [73] , the diamonds are for a polysaccharide-casein micelle mixture (q R = 0.86) in water [74] . The curves in Fig. 8 .1 are our analytical binodals. We stress that there are no adjustable parameters; the only input is q R . The three closed circles on each of these curves are, from left to right, the gas side tpG of the triple point tp, the critical point cp, and the liquid side tpL of tp, calculated from the analytical ev equations presented in Section 6.4. The full binodal was found from tpG, cp, and tpL using the analytical equations for y = φ/φ ov and y i = αy as a function of η as given in Section 6.8.
GL binodals from experiment
For the two middle curves in Fig. 8 .1 (q R = 0.67, 0.86) the agreement between theory and experiment is nearly quantitative. Earlier attempts [30, 71] to interpret these experimental binodals with existing theories were less successful. This constitutes an indication that our new theory is viable. However, for q R = 1.4 we seem to overestimate the experimental binodal. Possibly, the reason is the polydispersity in this experimental system.
For q R = 0.38 our model does not give stable GL demixing, as this value is below the theoretical cep at q R ⁎ = 0.388. Again we have to realize that the colloid particles in the experiment are unavoidably somewhat polydisperse, whereas the theory is for strictly monodisperse particles which crystallize easier than polydisperse ones. Kofke and Bolhuis [75] have shown that a very polydisperse hardsphere dispersion does not crystallize at all. Since the cep is determined by equilibrium with a crystalline phase, for moderate polydispersity it is quite possible that q R ⁎ is lower than 0.388, so that a liquid of polydisperse particles is stable at q R = 0.38. It is difficult to quantify this polydispersity effect theoretically; some attempts have been made by Sollich and Fasolo [76, 77] . When we model the polydisperse system by a 'monodisperse' theory by rescaling q R around the cep slightly, we might find reasonable results. The experimental data points for q R (exp) = 0.38 are well described by a theoretical binodal for q R (th) = 0.44, as seen in Fig. 8.1 . We return to this rescaling of q R around the cep due to polydispersity in Section 8.7. Fig. 8.2 gives similar data for a theta solvent. The circles (q R = 0.84) are for the same silica/PS system [73] as in Fig. 8.1 , but now the solvent is cyclohexane, a theta solvent for PS. The diamonds (q R = 1.4) and squares (q R = 2.2) are for an AOT/water/cyclohexane oil-continuous microemulsion (μem) with added PS [78] (cyclohexane is again a theta solvent). The curves in Fig. 8.2 are theoretical binodals, where now the mf version of the equations was used.
The overall agreement between theory and experiment is quite reasonable. For the silica/PS system the experimental binodal is somewhat flatter than the theoretical one, whereas those for μem/PS seem to be steeper. These differences might be due to colloid and/or Fig. 7.6 . The dependence of ϕ c (cp), ϕ g t (tpG), and ϕ l t (tpL) (all normalized on φ*) on q-R = q R /q R ⁎ for the case of constant a, for 'fix' (dashed curves) and 'var' (solid curves). polymer polydispersity effects. Increasing polymer polydispersity leads to steeper tie-lines [77] , whereas more polydisperse colloids make the tie-lines flatter [76] . Overall our 'monodisperse' theory still describes the trends sufficiently well.
In the experimental data of Figs Table 8 .1 (next section) whenever no 'true' experimental cp is reported; they may not provide the real cp but do give an indication about how well the theoretical binodal fits the experimental one. The last four columns give our analytical predictions for the q R value as reported in column 3. Here we have to make a choice whether to use the ev version for a good solvent or the mf version for a theta solvent. We subdivided the table in three parts. On top we collected those systems where it is reasonable to assume good-solvent conditions, and at the bottom we have the theta-solvent data. The middle part refers to borderline cases, where the solvent is marginally better than theta, with χ-values around 0.48 [84] . Here we indicated both the ev predictions and those for mf, expecting that these two cases would represent upper and lower limits, respectively, for the actual system.
Critical points from experiment
Our theory predicts that η c decreases with increasing q R and reaches a constant level (0.11 for ev, 0.06 for mf) in the protein limit. There is not much direct experimental evidence to support these predictions. However, the few data in column four are rather close to those in column six, and a high-q R level η c ≈ 0.1 seems to be corroborated. In contrast, y i c is predicted to increase with q R , and for high q R the scaling law y i c ∼ q R 1/γ (hence, y i c ∼ q R in a theta solvent and y i c ∼ q R 1.3 in a good solvent) should apply. The general trend in column five is indeed an increase with q R , although the two silica/PDMS/cyclohexane data look rather high. Probably, this is caused by the fact that PDMS weakly attaches to stearylated silica in cyclohexane [86] , which decreases the depletion thickness as compared to fully repulsive interactions. Therefore higher PDMS concentrations are required to Fig. 8.2 . Comparison of experimental theta-solvent GL binodals for q R = 0.84 (circles, [73] ), 1.4 (diamonds, [78] ), and 2.2 (squares, [78] ) with theoretical binodals for the same q R values. The closed circles on the theoretical binodals correspond, from left to right, with tpG, cp, and tpL. [82] sil/PDMS/chx 1.08 -1.6 0.17 0.58 [73] sil/PS/tol 1.40 -0.65 0.14 0.87 [83] wp/psc/w 3. [78] μem/PS/chx 1.3 -0.35 0.12 0.39 [78] μem/PS/chx 1.4 -0.55 0.11 0.43 [78] μem/PS/chx 2.1 -0.60 0.08 0.68 [78] μem/PS/chx 2.2 -0.85 0.08 0.72 [78] μem/PS/chx 7.5 -< 0.1 0.06 2.7 [78] μem/PS/chx 8.9 -0.3 0.06 3.2
Abbreviations: sil = (stearyl)silica, PMMA = polymethylacrylate, cas = caseine micelles, wp = whey proteins, γSprot = eye lens protein, μem = AOT/water microemulsion. PDMS = polydimethyl siloxane, PS = polystyrene, psc = polysaccharide, PEO = polyethylene oxide, PiP = polyisoprene. chx = cyclohexane, tol = toluene, dec = decalin, w = water.
induce phase separation as compared to purely non-adsorbing polymer chains. There are not enough data to experimentally verify the power law dependence of y i c on q R . The results in the middle part of the table suggest that the y i c data for q R = 0.6 are better described by the ev equations than by the mf version; for q R around 5 the mf description looks slightly better. In practice, the solvency may depend on polymer concentration ϕ, which complicates the analysis. The lower part of Table 8 .1, referring to theta solvents, show that most of the data are well described by our theoretical model. The obvious exception is for the systems with q R around 8, where the experimental binodal lies at very low y i , with cp values even lower than for q R = 1 -2; the reason is unknown to us. Possibly, weak polymer adsorption affects depletion effects.
GL binodals from simulations
Bolhuis et al. [40, 87] performed large-scale Monte Carlo computer simulations to obtain GL binodals for various size ratios q R in the excluded-volume limit. Their results [87] for q R = 0.67 (crosses) and q R = 1.05 (plusses) are given in Fig. 8.3 , together with our theoretical predictions (curves). Unlike the simulations, our model gives also the precise coordinates of the cp (which can only be estimated from simulations) and of the tp (which is very difficult to obtain in simulations). The values of tpG, cp, and tpL are again indicated as the closed circles on the theoretical binodals.
For q R = 0.67 the theoretical binodal is very close to the simulations, although the simulation data give a slightly flatter curve at the gas side. For q R = 1.05 there is fair agreement but now the theoretical binodal overestimates the simulation data somewhat, especially at the extremes. Note that the two simulated binodals cross at the liquid side. We do not have any theoretical argument which would lead to such intersecting binodals. Fig. 8.4 gives simulation data [40] for three high q R values 3.86 (crosses), 5.58 (plusses), and 7.78 (diamonds). As these values correspond to the protein limit, we did not plot y i itself, but y i q R − 1.3 according to the scaling picture, y i c ∼ q R 1/γ , of chapter 6. It is gratifying to see that the three simulation binodals now collapse onto a single curve, which corroborates our scaling law. We note that this law does not depend on the specifics of a theoretical model (such as the numerical constants for cp and tp in our theory) so it should have general validity, as the only input is the De Gennes scaling exponent γ for semidilute solutions. The next point is the quantitative comparison with our theory. We predict η g t (≈0), η c (≈0.11), and η l t (≈0.48) to become independent of q R binodal y i q R − 1.3 vs η, which is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 8.4 . In the middle part this binodal coincides more or less with the simulation data but at the gas side it seems to be steeper than in the simulation, whereas at the liquid side it lies above the simulation points. The reason for these deviations are not clear at present; they could lie in some deficiency in our model, in the simulations, or in both. In the next section we shall see that there are indications that η c in the simulations for high q R is too high. Despite these uncertainties the overall agreement between theory and simulations is satisfactory.
Critical points in simulations and other theories
In Table 8 .2 we collected as many theoretical and simulation data for the critical point as we could find in the literature; these are given in the third and fourth column of the table. All theories are for the excluded-volume limit; only in one case [36] the theory can also be applied to a theta solvent (bottom lines of the table). We first focus on the ev results.
In most cases η c is around 0.2 in the colloid limit, decreasing to around 0.1 in the protein limit. The density functional theory of Schmidt and Fuchs [36] give very small η c values which, moreover, do not become independent of q R in the protein limit; in that respect this theory is an exception as all other theories give (more or less) such a constant final level. The simulations of Bolhuis et al. [40, 87] give the only example where η c for intermediate q R (0.67, 1.05) is smaller (≈0.18) than in the protein limit (≈0.25); this suggests that the latter value is too high. A possible reason for the relatively large value for η c for large q R is the finite size of the polymer segments compared to the size of the HS. It has been shown by Tuinier [88] using extended FVT and by Paricaud et al. [89] using Wertheim perturbation theory that, for given q R , increasing the relative size of segments leads to larger η c values. The latter theory [89] predicts that GL phase separation does not take place when the segments become very large.
As to y i c , the overall trend is that y i c is around 0.2 in the colloid limit and increases with q R . However, the predicted values in the theory of Pelisetto and Hansen [12] are consistently very low. Also the simulations by Chou et al. [41] give rather low y i c values. Despite the more or less systematic variations between the various models, they all follow the q R 1.3 scaling in the protein limit, although for the simulations of Chou et al. [41] this applies only for q R above 4. The last four columns in Table 8 .2 give the value of y i c q R − 1.3 in the protein limit:
0.11 [41] , 0.14 [12] , 0.20 [36] , 0.34 [40] , and 0.70 in our theory. So far, Fig. 8.3 . Comparison of simulation binodals for q R = 0.67 (crosses, [87] ) and 1.05 (plusses, [87] ) for excluded-volume chains with theoretical binodals for the same q R values. The closed circles on the theoretical binodals correspond, from left to right, with tpG, cp, and tpL. there are hardly any data to check which numerical prefactor would follow from experiment; the only good-solvent protein-limit result in Table 8 .1 is that for (aggregated) whey protein/polysaccharide [83] , which gives a value close to that in our theory. The other protein-limit experimental data in Table 8 .1 [84, 85] are for near-theta conditions, where there is approximate agreement with our mf-version. The bottom lines of Table 8 .2 compare the theta-predictions of Schmidt and Fuchs [36] for q R = 3 and 10 with our model. The η c values seem to be irrealistically low (although the trend that mf gives a lower η c than ev is there). On the other hand, the y i c values are rather close to those in our model, and the value of y i c q R − 1 is around 0.3, where we predict 0.35. Sear [90] proposed a Flory-Huggins-type mean-field theory of a mixture of hard spheres plus chains described as connected blobs and gave predictions for the phase behavior of (small) hard spheres and (long) polymers. The author made a comparison with the simulation data [40] in Table 8 .2 for the critical point. His conclusion is that both the polymer concentration y i c and the colloid concentration η c in his theory are too low by roughly an order of magnitude. Our 'var' or (GFVT) model is much closer to the simulation data in this respect.
Free volume fraction
A remaining question is whether the expression for the free volume fraction α from scaled-particle theory (Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7), also used by and Aarts et al. [30] ) is accurate for our 'var' version of the osmotic equilibrium theory, where q decreases with increasing polymer concentration (for 'fix', where q is constant, it has been verified by simulations [29] ). To our knowledge this has never been tested. From recent MC simulations by Fortini et al. [91] , which authors use the same method as Bolhuis et al. [87] , we can deduce the free volume fraction as the ratio ϕ/φ or y i /y (see Fig. 7a ,b in [91] ) for a size ratio q R = 1.05. These simulation results are plotted in Fig. 8.5 as the open circles. Our theoretical 'var' prediction is given as the solid curve. The agreement is excellent for volume fractions below η = 0.25, while it starts to deviate somewhat for larger colloid volume fractions. This implies that we might expect some deviations for binodal points at large volume fractions. As we have seen in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4 these actually do appear. We note that these simulations are not exact as they are based on the Gaussian Core model [38, 39] . It would be interesting to obtain α = ϕ/φ from MC simulations of HS plus selfavoiding walks [40] in the future to test the scaled-particle expression, also for other q R values.
Tie lines
We give one example of experimental tie lines, for the eye-lens protein γS-crystalline in a PEO1450-water system [81] . The bottom Comparing the experimental and theoretical data in Fig. 8.6 , we see that our theory overestimates the binodal polymer concentrations in the gas branch by some 25% (see also Table 8 .1, [81] ), and the liquid end of the tie lines is situated at somewhat higher colloid concentrations. Apart from that the overall picture in theory and experiment is nearly the same. The slope of the tie lines is slightly higher in the theoretical model but this is only a minor effect. It seems that our model captures the main trends reasonably well, considering also the uncertainty in the conversion factors.
Triple points
Information about triple points is extremely scarce in the literature. We could find only one published example where the liquid composition of the triple point is reported [92] . These results, for three q R values in the system PMMA/PS/decalin are given in the first three columns in Table 8 . 3 .
In order to interpret these data, we realize that in Table 8 .1 this system was found to be a borderline case between ev (good solvent) and mf (theta solvent); this is why we give both the ev predictions (columns 4-5) and those for mf (columns 6-7).
When we take the experimental q R values (column 1) for granted, our theory predicts a stable liquid state only for q R N q R ⁎ , where q R ⁎ = 0.388 (ev) or q R ⁎ = 0.337 (mf). This implies that for ev and mf there is no stable liquid for q R = 0.24, and for ev it exists only for q R = 0.57. The predictions in Table 8 .3 (top part) give a value of η l t quite close to the experimental value, whereas (y i ) l t is about the same as (ev) or somewhat lower than (mf) the experimental values. In both cases it is unsatisfactory that for the lowest (experimental) q R no direct comparison with theory is possible. In Section 8.1 we concluded that q R ⁎ for a polydisperse system is probably smaller than for a monodisperse system. This implies that the 'polydisperse' data for the experimental q R in Table 8 .3 might be interpreted by 'monodisperse' theory with a higher q R (th) than q R (exp). In the bottom part of Table 8 .3 we did this by assuming that the experimental η l t (which seems to be rather accurate) can be used as an input into the theoretical model. We then calculate which q R (th) we need to give this η l t and compute also the corresponding (y i ) l t . The result is shown in the last three lines of the table: columns 4-5 for ev and columns 6-7 for mf. For q R (exp) = 0.24 we then find a q R (th) which is just above q R ⁎ , and for q R (exp) = 0.37 we need for ev a slightly higher theoretical value (0.43), whereas for mf this value is 0.366, basically the same as in experiment. The values for (y i ) l t (th) are very close to the experimental values for ev, and slightly lower in mf. All in all, the theoretical description is rather close to these experimental tp data.
A complete phase diagram for q R = 1
We conclude this chapter with an example where the filled square was explored experimentally [43] . In this study the colloid concentration η was varied from very low values to nearly close-packing, and the (internal) polymer concentration y i from very dilute to values well above overlap. For each η, y i combination the state of the system was monitored. For certain η, y i values two-phase coexistence (GL, GS, FS) was found, and for very specific η, y i combinations three-phase coexistence was encountered. Fig. 8.7 gives these experimental results, for nearly monodisperse PMMA colloids (a ≈ 130 nm) and PS (R ≈ 125 nm) in a mixed solvent of cis-decalin and tetralin (to match the refractive index of the particles). The solvency of this mixture for PS is believed to be moderately good.
The open circles in Fig. 8.7 indicate the compositions where one (fluid) phase occurred. Crosses correspond to two-phase GL coexistence and plusses to two-phase GS coexistence. The most interesting region in the phase diagram is given by the (open) triangles. Here three phases (G,L,S) occurred simultaneously. We confront these experimental results with the theoretical predictions of the 'fix' and 'var' models. In both cases we calculate the GL, GS and LS binodals y i (η), and the triple region where three-phase coexistence is expected.
The dashed curve in Fig. 8.7 gives the 'fix' GL binodal; the full square on this curve is the 'fix' critical point. This binodal ends to the left at the G side of the triple point (not visible in Fig. 8.7 , it is situated at y i ≈ 6 at very low η) and to the right at the L-side (y i ≈ 0 at η = 0.49). It The experimental data are from Moussaïd et al. [92] .
Accordingly the liquid state is delicate, at least for strictly monodisperse particles. For experimental (polydisperse) particles the liquid window might be wider because now the alternative condensed phase (i.e., a crystal) is less favorable. We compared our generalized FVT extensively with experiments, with computer simulations, and with other theoretical approaches. In most cases we find (semi)quantitative agreement, which is gratifying. Remaining discrepancies are most probably related to some polydispersity of the experimental dispersions or to (weak) adsorption [86] . Close to the critical point slight deviations might be due to the fact that scaled-particle theory, which lies at the basis of (G)FVT, is mean-field like; this leads to deviations near the critical point [56] . These deviations are not expected to be dramatic for long-ranged attractions [94] .
A particularly interesting aspect is our scaling result y ∼ q R 1/γ along the protein-limit binodals. This scaling is corroborated by simulations and other theoretical models (although this scaling was not recognized in the literature published so far). Experimental data for the protein limit are too scarce to check this scaling experimentally. We hope that our results will lead to more systematic studies in this direction. We have presented in this paper not only numerical phase diagrams, but also simple explicit analytical expressions for critical points, triple points, and binodals. These expressions should enable experimentalists to plan new experiments, as the parameter range for phase separation follows directly from these simple equations. In this way it becomes possible to systematically vary the polymer chain length, the particle radius, and the solvency. This latter aspect could be introduced by using polymers (e.g., PNIPAM) for which the solvency depends strongly on the temperature.
We formulated theory for either a good solvent or theta conditions. This covers the relevant range of solvencies almost entirely. Only for solvents on the edge between theta and good solvents (Flory-Huggins parameter χ about 0.48-0.49) and for bad solvents (χ N 0.5) do we not have a proper description.
Our generalization of FVT, possible by including the correct dependencies for the depletion thickness and the osmotic pressure on polymer concentration for interacting chains, shows that freevolume theory can be modified to describe non-ideality. Further extensions to more complex systems seem possible, as demonstrated recently for charged colloids [95] . It would be challenging to also include sticky spheres, polymers in a (slightly) bad solvent, and polydispersity effects.
